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Abstract 
Trace automata provide a well-studied model for systems with concurrent behavior, which is 
usually given by associated domains of finite or infinite computation systems. Several authors in 
the literature have characterized order-theoretically these domains which are typically particular 
Scott domains. In most of these investigations, the question remain open when such a domain 
can be obtained from some jinite automaton. In this paper it is shown that finite stable trace 
automata and finite full trace automata give rise to the same class of coherent d&domains. The 
proof of this result involves combinatorial means from graph theory (colorings) and Ramsey’s 
theorem. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
In order to motivate the results presented here, it seems necessary to give a brief 
overview of concurrent automata theory and its connections with domains and event 
structures. Concurrent automata are abstract models of concurrent machines which 
were introduced in [9]. They are a good generalization of classical deterministic au- 
tomata to the concurrent case, in the sense that the essential notions of automata 
theory (simulation, minimal deterministic automaton realizing some language, resid- 
uals) are generalized to concurrent automata. Concurrent automata are deterministic 
automata with independency predicates on pairs of events which are both enabled at 
some state. These predicates specify at each state the concurrent behaviour. Given 
some concurrent automaton an equivalence can be defined on accepted words by per- 
mutation of events. Its classes are called here “traces” by reference to Mazurkiewicz’s 
theory [ 131. The independency predicates of concurrent automata should satisfy a co- 
herence axiom called “cube axiom”. This axiom is inherited from the residual calcu- 
lus [12], and states precisely that independency predicates may be extended to traces. 
The main consequence of the latter fact is left-cancelation of concatenation of traces. 
This property is a crucial point of the theory since left-cancelation on traces implies 
that partial order structures on traces reflect concurrency of automata and therefore 
constitute correct concurrent semantics. This is a generalization of the sequential case 
since languages are commonly considered as the semantics of deterministic automata. 
The generalization is even deeper, since one may retrieve the usual categorical set- 
ting of automata theory [2,6]. Concurrent automata are objects of a category with 
“folding” morphisms as arrows. These morphisms consist of a generalization of the 
simulation morphisms of deterministic automata. The partial order of traces of some 
concurrent automaton d may be seen as its unfolding U(d) which is the greatest 
automaton “folding onto” or “covering” d. This unfolding process is a closure opera- 
tion since unfolded objects - objects isomorphic to their unfoldings, form a coreflective 
subcategory. 
In order-theoretic terms partial orders of traces are finitary Scott domains, and the 
unfolding domains of particular classes of automata are known to admit representation 
by means of event structures. Event structures have many interests. One is to supply 
a dual viewpoint for the semantics of concurrent automata: the stress is not put any 
more on operational aspects proper to domains but rather on coherence or causality be- 
tween events. From a combinatorial viewpoint, it is also convenient to consider traces 
as sets of events. Historically, many kinds of concurrent automata have been defined. 
Full trace automata were introduced first [17, 121 (see also [ 151) for the study of 
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marking graphs of elementary nets. The independency predicates of full trace au- 
tomata do not depend on states as they mimic marking graphs - recall that events 
of elementary nets are independent when they have no common conditions, hence 
their independency is independent of markings. Full trace automata were shown to 
unfold into coherent dl-domains which are the domains of configurations of con- 
flict prime event structures. The correspondence between elementary nets and conflict 
prime event structures was enlightened in [14] where a direct translation from nets 
to event structures was given. Nevertheless, up to now, conflict prime event struc- 
tures have not been known to be unfolded objects of any category. For this rea- 
son, it seems quite clearer to define the latter connection between nets and event 
structures via unfoldings of automata, i.e. as the result of the following correspon- 
dences: nets/automata, automata/domains, and domains/event structures. Note that the 
notion of unfolding of automata does not refer explicitly to that of events which 
is proper both to C/E nets and to event structures. An unfolding notion relying on 
events is certainly worth studying. Trace automata were introduced in [ 181 as an 
automaton version of concurrent transition systems. They are more general than the 
full trace automata but their independency predicates are still independent of states. 
This has the effect that their unfoldings are conflict event domains which are gen- 
erally not distributive and correspond to conflict event structures. Along the same 
line, concurrent automata were finally introduced in [9]. They are the correct gen- 
eralization of trace automata enabling the independency on events to be indepen- 
dent of states. They unfold into CR-domains which are strictly more general ob- 
jects than the domains of configuration of general event structures. CR-structures pro- 
vide an event-structure-like representation for CR-domains [ 161. Finally, the stability 
condition for concurrent automata was shown to be necessary and sufficient in or- 
der for their unfolding domains to be distributive [IO, 1 I]. Recall that distributive 
event domains are called dI-domains and are also the domains of configurations of 
prime event structures. General event structures are a natural generalization of prime 
event structures and conflict event structures. Their domains of configurations, the 
so-called event domains, are characterized in [8]. They are particular CR-domains, 
but they do not occur as unfoldings of any well axiomatized class of concurrent 
automaton. 
The whole situation is depicted in the following array: 
Automata 
concurrent 
? 
Domains 
CR-domain 
event domain 
Structures 
CR-structure 
(general) event structure 
trace 
stable 
conflict event domain 
dl-domain 
conflict e.s. 
prime e.s. 
stable trace or full trace coherent dI-domain conflict prime es. 
It is worth noting that the classification above does not take into account any finite- 
ness conditions on automata. Having in mind great lines of language theory, it seems 
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clear that the characterization and the classification of “recognizable” domains - i.e. 
unfoldings of finite automata, are fundamental for the study of the semantics of concur- 
rency. The purpose is to define and compare robust recognizability notions associated 
with various kinds of machines. In this way one may hope to design the most rele- 
vant automata together with their semantics for modelizing concurrency. Combinatorial 
problems lie in comparing the semantics of finite machines. Up to now a little attention 
has been paid to finiteness of machines. A sufficient condition for domains to be recog- 
nizable is given in [3]. Let us mention also fundamental works about finite labellings 
of event structures [l]. In this paper, the following result is shown. Since stable trace 
automata and full trace automata are known to unfold both into coherent dI-domains, 
a question is whether unfoldings of finite stable trace automata and those of finite full 
trace automata coincide. The answer is yes. Precisely, any finite stable trace automaton 
is covered by some finite full trace automaton (the reverse being obvious since full 
trace automata are stable). Let us mention that the proof of this result presented here 
does not provide any algorithm of “translation” from stable trace automata to full trace 
ones. 
This paper is organized as follows. Required existing elements of stable trace 
automata theory are recalled and notations are introduced in Section 2. Automata are 
introduced in Section 2.1, their semantics are in Section 2.2, coherent dI-domains are in 
Section 2.3 and, connections between these domains and automata’s semantics are in 
Section 2.4. The representation theorem of coherent dI-domains by event structures is 
recalled in Section 2.6 since the event structure formalism appears crucial in proofs. 
Various labellings of domains unfoldings of stable trace automata are introduced in 
Section 2.7. A few technical and useful lemmas are grouped in Section 2.8. Then, 
Section 3 focuses on the case of domain unfoldings of finite stable trace automata. 
The latter domains are shown to be the regular coherent dI-domains admitting par- 
ticular finite regular labellings. These regularity notions are studied in Section 3.1. 
Finally, Section 3.2 is devoted to the proof of our claimed result. A short conclu- 
sion follows in Section 4. An appendix contains necessary recalls about graphs and 
Ramsey’s theorem. Many results presented in Section 2 are inherited from concur- 
rent automata theory. Nevertheless, we do not introduce these automata which would 
be out of the scope of this paper. Along the same line, the only domains that we 
present are the coherent dI-domains. Most of the results about labellings and regu- 
larity may be established for more general domains (dI-domains, event domains or, 
CR-domains). 
2. Stable trace automata theory 
This section is devoted to recall required existing elements of stable trace automata 
theory and to introduce notations. Only a few new results are presented in Sections 2.7 
and 2.8. 
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2.1. Automata 
Definition 2.1. An automaton is a quadruple d = (E, Q, T, *) where 
- E and Q are at most denumerable sets, respectively, of events and of states, 
_ + is a distinguished state called initial state; 
_ T 2 Q x E x Q, is the set of transitions. 
d is deterministic when it satisfies the property: 
An event e is enabled at q when there is a transition of the form (q,e, p). When the 
automaton is deterministic, q + denotes the set of events enabled at state q and if e is 
enabled at q then q.e denotes the state p with (q, e, p) E T. 
Let & be an automaton. A path is either a sequence (ti)iENAl<iGl where 1 <Z<o 
is its length and the ti’s are transitions of respective forms (qi_l,ei,qi), or it is some 
empty path sq associated with state q. By convention empty paths have length zero. 
Finite paths are those of finite length. Given an non-empty path IX = ((qi-1, et, qi))i <i</ 
its domain, dam(a) is the state qo, if a is finite its codomain, cod(a) is qr. Any state 
is both the domain and the codomain of its associated empty path. If t = (q,e,q’) 
is a transition then ev(t) = e. Two paths are coinitial (respectively co$naZ) when they 
have the same domain (respectively codomain). Given two paths c1 and /I, c1 is a prefix 
of p when there is y with fl= ccy, ay denoting the concatenation “LX then y”. A path is 
initial when its domain is the initial state. The automaton SZ? is accessible when any 
of its states is the codomain of some initial path. Further on, C(d) denotes the set of 
paths of ~4 and Co(d) that of finite ones. C*(d) and C:(d) are the sets respectively 
made of initial paths and of finite initial paths. 
For brevity, we define trace automata as some particular accessible automata. 
Definition 2.2 (Trace automata). A trace automata d consists in a quintuple (E, Q, 
T, *, 11) as follows: 
- (E, Q, T, *) is a deterministic accessible automaton; 
- The independency predicate 11 is a partial predicate on pairs of distinct events. allb 
(resp. a# b) denotes the fact that I( is defined in {a, b} and equals 1 (respectively 
0); 
- II is defined in {a,b} ‘f d 1 an only there is some state q where a and b are both 
enabled; 
- The following axiom is satisfied: 
(Tr): if al(b d an a and b are both enabled at q then b is enabled at q .a, a is enabled 
at q.b and, q.a.b=q.b.a. 
Definition 2.3 (Stable trace automata). A trace automaton & = (E, Q, T, *, 11) is sta- 
ble when it satisfies the inverse cube axiom (see Fig. 1): 
(Icu): If a and c are enabled at q, b is enabled at q.a and at q.c and, a((c A b((c A b((a 
then b is enabled at q. 
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Fig. 1. Inverse cube axiom 
Definition 2.4 (Full trace automaton [ 17,4]). A trace automaton d = (E, Q, T, +, 11) is 
full when it satisfies the axiom: 
(AS) If a/lb and a is enabled at q and b is enabled at q.a then b is enabled at q. 
Full trace automata are the so-called “asynchronous transition systems” of [4]. 
Remark 2.5. Any full trace automaton is stable. 
The following stable trace automaton is not full: it does not satisfy (As). 
Example 2.6. d is the automaton whose transition graphs is depicted in Fig. 2, with 
initial state *, with set of events {a, b, c, d, e, f } and independency predicate 1) : allb, 
allc, 44 bile, bllf, 4Id. 
2.2. Concurrent semantics 
Partial orders of traces of trace automata are defined. We explain briefly why they 
constitute correct concurrent semantics. 
Let ~2 be a trace automaton. N is the equivalence on C(d) defined as follows. 
Empty paths are equivalent if and only if they are associated to a same state. Two 
non-empty paths xtt’y and xuu’y where X, y E Co(~), t, t’, u, u’ E T, are close when 
tt’ and UU’ have respective forms (q,a,r)(r, b, p) and (q, b,s)(s,a, p) with a((,b. The 
equivalence - is generated by the previous relation of closeness, a trace is a class 
for N. 
The preorder C on Co(&) is defined by u & b if and only if /3 - ay for some y. 
Then for any CI and p in Co(~), c( N /3 if and only if c( C a and j? E CI. This preorder 
is extended to C(d) in the following way: LX C p if and only if for any finite prefix a’ 
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* 
Fig. 2. .crl satisfies (Tr) and (Icu) but not (As). 
of o! there is some finite prefix 8’ of fi with a’ C 8’. N is also extented to C(d) by: 
u N /I if and only if c1 C fi and fl& a. Finally, C(d)/ N is ordered in the following way. 
[a] denoting the trace of a, [a]<[j] if and only cr Cj. D(d) and P(d) denote the 
respective sets C,(a)/- and Cz(&)/- ordered by the restriction of the latter partial 
order d. d generates some partial order when the latter is isomorphic to D(d). 
Paths in a same trace having the same length, the same domain and when they 
are finite the same codomain, length, domain and codomain are naturally defined for 
traces. Finite traces are those of finite length, initial traces are those with initial state 
as domain. Two traces are coinitial (respectively cofinal) when they have the same 
domain (respectively codomain). The two fundamental properties of C(&)/m are the 
following. 
Proposition 2.7 (Stark [ 181 and Droste [9]). If A is a trace automaton then 
(1) The concatenation in C(d)/- is left-cancelable. 
(2) The order on C(&‘)/- is upper semi-modular. 
The definition of semimodularity for partial orders is recalled next section. 
Remark 2.8. If & is a trace automaton then 
(1) 
(2) 
Given traces x and 2, x -_( x’ if and only if x’ =x[t] where t denotes the class of 
the path made of the unique transition t. According to the left-cancelation rule, if 
x - X’ then x’ =x[t] for some unique transition t. 
If X[UU’] =x[tt’] for some trace x and transitions u, u’, t and t’ of d by left- 
cancelation, one obtains uu’ - tt’. 
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Some considerations related to computer science are in order. As one wants to con- 
sider ordered sets of traces as concurrent semantics for trace automata, one should ex- 
pect to retrieve the independency of some automaton from the partial order of its traces. 
This means the following. A diamond in some p.o. of traces, which is a quadruple of 
traces x, y, y’, z with x --< y, x + y’, y # y’, y - z and, y’ - z, should correspond 
to independent events i.e. y and y’ should have the respective forms x.(q, el, q .el ) 
and, x.(q, e2, q.e2) with ei l/e?. According to Remark 2.8(2), this property holds for p.o 
of traces of trace automata. This property is also required in order to define a folding 
morphism from @i(d) to J&’ (see Section 2.17 below). 
2.3. Domains 
Elements of domain theory are recalled. We introduce coherent dI-domains which 
will be later shown to coincide with partial orders of traces of stable trace automata. 
Recall that a Scott-domain D is distributive when it satisfies 
(01) VX,Y,ZED, x~y~zA(xVy)=(zAx)V(zAy). 
Let ix denote the principal ideal generated by x. Axiom (Di) for a Scott-domain D is 
also equivalent to 
(02) for any x E D, lx is a distributive lattice. 
Finitary distributive Scott domains are commonly called dI-domains. A well-known fact 
is that they coincide with finitary prime algebraic domains [ 191. Recall that a domain is 
prime algebraic when any of its elements is least upper bound of the complete prime 
elements that it dominates. Now, a domain is coherent when any of its subset is upper 
bounded as soon as any pair in it is upper bounded. 
There is an alternative way to define coherent dI-domains. In order to present it, 
we need some terminology. We will be concerned with partial orders satisfying the 
following chain condition: 
(F) Any upper and lower bounded chain is jinite. 
For such partial orders, we use the following notations. If x d y, [x, y] denotes the 
interval from x to y, which is the set {z ED ( (x <z) A (z < y)}. [x, y] is prime when 
x + y - which means that y covers x, i.e. there is no z strictly between x and y. 
Let [x,x’] --< [y, y’] if and only if x + y and x’ + y’. The projectivity relation on 
prime intervals, -, is the equivalence generated by 4. A partial order is semi- 
modular (respectively lower semi-modular) when it satisfies Condition (F) above and 
the following axiom (C) (respectively (C’)) - where x T y (respectively x 1 y) means 
that x and y have a common least upper bound (respectively a greatest lower bound): 
(C) if x # y, x t y and, x, y both cover a same element, then x and y have a least 
upper bound which covers x and y; 
(C’) if x # y, x 1 y and, both x and y are covered by some z then x and y have 
a greatest lower bound which is covered by x and y. 
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The following axioms concern partial orders satisfying (F): 
(R): if x + y, x 4 z and [x, y] X [x,z] then y =z; 
(V) : if [x,x’] - [y, y’] and [x,x”] - [y, y”] then (x’ 7 x” zf and only zf y’ T y”). 
Definition 2.9 (Coherent dI-domains). Coherent dI-domains are the finitary w-alge- 
braic Scott domains whose ordered sets of compacts satisfy the following Axioms 
{(C)Y(R)>(C’),(U]. 
Without going into details which would be out of the scope of this paper, let us 
mention the following. Axiom (R) is deeply linked with the determinism of automata. 
Axiom (V) is related to trace automata and the fact that their independency predicates 
are independent from states. Further we call events the projectivity classes of coherent 
dI-domains. Elements of a coherent dI-domain may be represented by set of events, 
in this way the order corresponds to the inclusion. This fact is recalled now - see 
Proposition 2.11 below. 
Consider a partial order satisfying (F). Given x, y with x d y, there is a covering 
chain between them, which is a finite sequence of the form x =x0 + x1 + . . . + x, = y. 
Two covering chains x0 + x1 4 . . . --< x, and YO 4 y1 + ... + y,,, are said close 
when m = n and there is some i with 1 <i <n and Vj, xj = yj M i # j. Further on, 
the equivalence on covering chains is the equivalence generated by the latter relation 
of closeness. The following facts concerning Axioms (C), (R) and (V) belong to 
folklore [7,8]. 
Proposition 2.10. Let P be a partial order satisfying the chain condition (F). Proj(P) 
standing for its set of projectivity classes of prime intervals, P is associated with 
a map sp : P --+ p(Proj(P)) - denoted s when there is no ambiguity - sending x on 
{[Y? Y’l x I Y’ <xl. 
If P satisJes Axioms (C) and (R) then: 
(CR1 ) rf x d y then any two covering chains from x to y are equivalent. 
(CR2) Ifxdy~P, if(zi),<i<n and (zJ)l<j<m are covering chains from x to y, then 
for any event e, I{i 1 [Zi,Zi+l] E e}I = I{ j I [zJ,zJ+,] E e}]. 
(CR3) For any x,xt, y E P, if x 4 x’, x<y, x’Ty andx’g y then y%x’Vy and 
[x,x’1 - [Y, Y v x’l. 
(CR4) For any x, y E P, if x T y then s(x V y ) = s(x) Us(y). 
(CR5) For any x,x’, y, y’ E P, if x + x’ d y + y’ then -([x,x’] H [y, y’]), especially 
in any covering chain the number of occurrences of prime intervals belonging 
to a same event is at most one. 
If P s&i&es Axioms (C), (R), (V) then 
(I) If [x,x’] x [y, y’] and x 6 y then x’ < y’. 
(CIl) For any x,x’,y,y’~P, ifxdx’, y + y’, x 6 y and [x,x’] - [y, y’] then 
for any z such that x<z< y, there is z’ such that z 4 z’ and [x,x’] x 
[z, z’l. 
(CZ2) a(Proj(P)) being ordered by inclusion, s is an embedding of orders. 
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For any coherent dI-domains D, Camp(D) standing for its ordered set of compacts, 
the map s : Camp(D) + p(Proj( Camp(D))) is extended to D by s(x) = {[y, y’] - 1 
y’ E Camp(D) A y’ Gx}. Then 
Proposition 2.11. If D is a coherent dI-domain then the following assertions holds: 
(1) For x,y~D, zj”xT y, s(xV y)=s(x)Us(y). 
(2) For any x, y ED, s(x A y) = s(x) rl s( y). 
(3) s is an embedding of orders. 
Proof. See [7] for the proofs of (1) and (3) and for example [ 161 for a proof 
of (2). 0 
2.4. Domains as semantics 
Links between stable automata trace and coherent dI-domains are recalled now. 
For any stable trace automaton d, D(d) is a coherent dI-domain whose least el- 
ement is [E*] and whose set of compacts is P(d). If D is a coherent dI-domain, it 
may be associated with a full trace automaton S?‘(D) such that D is isomorphic to 
D(d(D)). d(D) is as follows: 
_ states are compacts of D; 
_ the initial state is I; 
_ events are projectivity classes of prime intervals; 
_ transitions are triples of the form (x, [x, y] -, y) where x, y are compact with 
x - y; 
_ the independency predicate is defined in {e, f } if and only if there are compacts 
x, y, z such that x + y, x + z, y #z, [x, y] E e and [x,z] E f, when it is the case, 
e]lf if and only if y Tz. 
Actually, the latter assertion implies only the easy parts of the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.12 (Kuske [ 10,111). Coherent dZ-domains are exactly domains generated 
by stable trace automata. Any trace automata generating a coherent dI-domain is 
stable. 
Theorem 2.13 (Bednarczyk [4]). Coherent dZ-domains are exactly the domains gen- 
erated by full trace automata. 
2.5. Folding morphisms 
Stable trace automata theory admits a categorical setting which enables to define the 
unfolding of automata by means of a coreflection. The folding notion for stable trace 
automata generalizes that of simulation for deterministic automata as shown below. 
Automata are the objects of a category with morphisms as follows. A morphism 
from .J@’ = (El, Q’, T’,*‘) to d2 = (E2,Q2, T2,k2) is a triple of maps (q,~,z) such 
that r:T1-+T2, o:Q’+Q’, q : E’ -+ E2 and these maps preserve the initial state, 
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domains, codomains and composition, i.e. 
4*2)=*1; 
o.dom=dom.z; 
a.com=com.z; 
n.ev=ev.z. 
Two automata are therefore isomorphic when they are identical up to renamings of 
states and events. Note that any morphism of automata with deterministic codomain is 
determined by its components on states and events. Thus, morphisms between deter- 
ministic automata are commonly defined by the two latter components. According to 
this, if d’ and d2 are accessible and deterministic automata, a morphism (~,a) from 
d’ to d2 is a simulation, when for any state q of &’ the restriction of y to q+ is 
a bijection onto (o(q))+. 
Definition 2.14 (Folding morphisms). Let zz!’ =(Q’,E’,T’,*‘, 11’) and d2 =(Q2,E2, 
T2, *2, 112) be trace automata. A folding morphism from d’ to d2 is a pair of maps 
(o : Q’ --f Q2, q : E’ +E2), such that: 
(1) cr(*1)=0(*2), 
(2) if (4, e, 4’) E T’ then (a(q), r(e), 49’)) E T2, 
(3) for any state q the restriction of q on q + is a bijection onto o(q)+ that preserves 
and reflects the independency predicate, i.e. e\]f if and only if q(e)]]q(f). 
When there is such a folding morphism from d’ to d2, d’ covers or is a covering 
of d2. 
Proposition 2.15 (Badouel and Darondeau [2] and Bracho and Droste [6]). Given two 
trace automata, tf one covers the other one then they generate isomorphic domains. 
The class of stable trace automata with folding morphisms is a category. 
Proposition 2.16. Let r;4’ and xZ2 be stable trace automata such that d’ covers ,ti2. 
If Se2 is full then also is d’. 
Proof. Let cp=(o,q) be a folding morphism from d’=(Q’,E’,T’,*‘,II’) onto d2 
which is full and has independency predicate ]12. If q is a state of d’, a and b are 
events in d’ such that a is enabled at q and b is enabled at q . a but not at q. Then n(a) 
is enabled at o(q) and n(b) is enabled at o(q). n(a). Let us show by contradiction that 
a and b cannot be independent with respect to I( ’ . If aI\ ‘b then cp being some folding 
morphism, n(a)l12n(b). Since d2 is full, n(b) is enabled at o(q). Therefore, there is 
some c enabled at q with q(c)= n(b). Since q(~)]]~q(c), cll’a and c is also enabled 
at q.a. Since the restriction of r] to the set of events enabled at q.a is injective and 
n(b) = n(c), b = c. Therefore, b is enabled at q which is a contradiction. 0 
If & is a stable trace automaton, %(-Qz) denotes the unfolding of d which is the 
automaton d(D(&)). A stable trace automaton & is unfoZded when it is isomorphic to 
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4?(d). The following results (Propositions 2.17, 2.18 and Corollary 2.19) - due to [2] 
(for trace automata) and to [6] (for concurrent ones), show that the unfolding process 
for automata is a closure operation. Actually 4(&), the unfolding of Jaa, consists in 
the “greater” object covering J$‘. Again, left-cancelation rule on traces is crucial in the 
proofs of these results. 
Proposition 2.17. For any stable trace automaton d = (Q,E, T, *, 11) there is a folding 
morphism I%& = (a, 2) : %(d) + d. it is given by a(_L) = *, a(x) = cod(x) for any 
Jinite trace x, and z((x, [x, y] -, y)) = e where e is the event of the transition t with 
y=x.[t]. 
Proposition 2.18. Unfolded stable trace automuta are the objects of a corejlective 
subcategory of the category of stable trace automata and folding morphisms. 4% 
previously de$ned is the object function of a right adjoint to the inclusion functor, 
the co-unit is Pli (with values PIi* r~ in &). Moreover, any folding morphism whose 
domain is unfolded is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.19. If d is a stable trace automaton then &(zzY) is the unique (up to 
isomorphism) stable trace automaton covering d. 
The following result will be used later. 
Proposi~oB 2.20 (Bracho and Droste [6]). The category of stable trace automata nd 
folding ~norphisms has Jibered products. 
Let us give the construction of the fibered product. Let d’ =(Q1,E1, T’,*l, II’), 
9B2=(Q2,E2,T2,*2,]]2) and, d3 be stable trace automata nd cpt =(a’,q’):d’ -+d3 
and v)z = (g2, q2) : d2 --+ d3 be folding mo~hisms. The fibered product of 91 and q12 
consists of the pair of morphisms $=(6’,rj1):d’ x(~I,,+)&‘*-+&~, g2=(ij2,q2): 
&+I x(co’*co ) 2 d2 + d2, defined as follows. Consider the automaton d’ = (Q,E, T,*) 
where 
- Q is the set of (q1,q2) in Q’ x Q2 with a’(q1)=02(q2), 
_ * is (*I,**), 
_ E is the set of (e1,e2) in E’ x E* with q’(e’ ) = q2(e2), 
- T is the set of triples of the form ((q1,q2),(e’,e2),(r1,r2)) with (q1,q2)E Q, (e’,e*) 
EE, (q’,e’,r’)ET’ and, (q2,e2,r2)ET2. 
States of .d’ x(cp~,cp 2 at’* are the accessible ones of d’, its transitions are those of d’ ) 
with accessible codomains, its events are those of the previous transitions. The inde- 
pendency predicate of d’ x(~I,~ 2 d2 is as follows. /] is defined in {(ai,a2),(b1, b*>} if I
and only if (a1,a2) and (b1,b2) are enabled at some accessible state (q1,q2) of ~8, if 
it is the case then (a1,a2)]l(b1,b2) if and only if n’(a’)II’n’(b’). Cp’, $* are projections: 
C1(q1,q2)=q’, c72(q1,q2)=q2, #(e*,e*)=e*, jj*(e’,e*)=e*. 
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2.6. Event structures 
The representation theorem of coherent dI-domains by conflict prime event structures 
is recalled. 
Definition 2.21 (ConJict prime event structures). A conJict prime event structure is 
a triple & = (E, <, 4) where 
_ E is an at most denumerable set of events partially ordered by < ; 
- for any e in E, J. e is finite; 
_ the immediate conflict relation, #, is a binary anti-reflexive symmetric relation on 
events such that 
‘de,fEE, e#f +e 6 f 
and 
‘de,f,gER, e#f <g * -(egg). 
Consider a structure d as above. A set of events is con@ct-free when for any pair 
e,f of its elements, Te#f. A conjiguration of & is lower set w.r.t. <, which is 
conflict-free. Conf (8) denotes the set of configurations of 8. D(B), the domain of 
configurations of d is Conf (8) with inclusion ordering. 
Consider some conflict prime event structure &. For any of its event e, we let 
C’(e) = J. e, and C(e) = C’(e)\{e}. C(e) and C’( e are configurations of d and C’(e) ) 
is the smallest one containing e. 
Theorem 2.22 (Winskel [19]). Zf d is a conJict prime event structure, D(8) is a 
coherent dZ-domain whose compacts are the finite conjigurations. With any coherent 
dZ-domain D is associated the event structure a(D)= (E, <,#) where - s denoting 
the map deftned in Proposition 2.11: 
_ events of E are the projectivity classes of prime intervals (or “events”) of D; and 
for any events e and f, 
_ e# f if and only if there are compacts x, y, z such that [x, y] E e, [x,z] E f, and 
‘Y tz; 
_ e < f if and only if for any compacts x, y, [x, y] E f + e E s(x). 
Then D is isomorphic via s to the set of configurations of&(D) ordered by inclusion. 
Compacts of D correspond (via s) to jinite conjigurations a(D). 
Let D be some coherent dI-domain. If e is an event of D, x(e) and x’(e) will 
denote respectively the compact elements of D satisfying s(x(e)) = C(e) and s(x’(e)) 
= C’(e). 
Lemma 2.23. Let e and f be events of a coherent dZ-domain; then 
(i) Zf e-f then there are compacts x, x’, x” with x+x’--<x”, [x,x’] me and 
Lx’, x”1 E f 5 
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(ii) If there are compacts x, x’, x” with x-x’ -x” then [x,x’] _ 4 [x’,x”] _ if 
and only if there is no compact xl” with x”’ #x’ and x-x”’ -x’l. 
Proof. (1) Let e and f be events of a coherent dI-domain with e+ f. Then e 
is maximal in C(f) and C(f)\(e) is a configuration. Let x be the compact with 
s(x) = C(f)\{e}. Then x-x(f) +x’(f), [x,x’] E e and [x/,x”] E f. 
(2) Let x, x’, X” be compacts of a coherent dI-domain such that x+x’ --<x”. 
Let e = [x,x’] _ and f = [x’,x”] _ . If there is a compact x”’ with x”’ #x’ and 
x-x”’ --<x”, then [x, ~“‘1 E f and [x”‘, x”] E e, therefore C(f) C s(x), and e $! C( f ). 
Suppose there is not such an x”‘. Since C(f) U {e} G 8(x”), C(f) $ s(x). Since C(f) 
& s(x’) and s(x’)\s(x) = {e}, e E C(f) and C( f )\{e} = C(f) n s(x). Therefore, C( f )\ 
{e} is a configuration and e is maximal in C(f ). 0 
If d is a conflict prime event structure, the following predicates on pairs of events 
are defined: 
- etlf Heff ASK, (X,XU{e},XU{f}EConf(G))A(X~{e,f}=0); 
- eof He#ffX, (X,XU{e},XU{f},XU{e,f}EConf(d))A(Xfl{e,f}=0); 
- e$f H 3XE Conf(&), {e, f} CX. 
Events e and f are adjacent, (respectively concurrent), when e4 f, (respectively eo f ). 
It is straightforward to check that 
Remark 2.24. If d is a conflict prime event structure then for any events e and f, 
efif if and only if (e<f or e>f or eof). 
2.7. Labellings of domains 
The purpose here is to characterize the various labellings of events of domains 
unfoldings of stable trace automata. 
Definition 2.25 (Event, labellings). A labelling of a coherent dI-domain is a map from 
its set of events to some set of labels or alphabet. A labelling is jinite when its alphabet 
is finite. 
Let d be some stable trace automaton. According to the Remark 2.8, an easy induc- 
tion shows that for any compacts x, x’, y, y’, if x -xl, y - y’ and [x,x’] N [y, y’] 
then x’=x[t] and y’= y[t’] for some transitions t and t’ of & with ev(t) =ev(t’). 
Therefore D(d) is labelled by Id which sends any event e onto ev(t) where x’=x[t] 
for some compacts x and x’ such that [x,x’] E e. 
Definition 2.26 (Deterministic labelling). A labelling 1” of a coherent dI-domain is de- 
terministic when it satisfies 
(Edet) : etlf a A(e) # A(f ). 
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Definition 2.27 (Trace labelling). A labelling i of a coherent dI-domain is trace when 
it is deterministic and its alphabet may be provided with some partial binary predicate I] 
on pairs of (distinct!) events called independency such that - a(jb (respectively a _K b) 
denoting the fact that I] is defined at {a, b} and holds (respectively does not hold): 
(Etrl) : e o f =+ A(e)l(A(f), and 
(Etr2) : e#f * A(e) # A(f). 
Definition 2.28 (Full trace Zabelling). A trace labelling I of a coherent dI-domain is 
full when it satisfies 
(Eas): if e-f then -(A(e)llA(f)) (i.e. I( does not hold or 
is not defined at {e, f } ). 
Suppose that A is the labelling of a coherent dI-domain and that 1 ranks in an 
alphabet which may be provided with some independency predicate /( making E, a 
trace labelling. Then there is a “smallest” predicate on the alphabet making J a trace 
labelling. 111 denotes this one which is (*): 
- allnb if and only if there are e and f such that n(e) = a, A(f) = b and e o f; 
- a j- I b if and only if there are e and f such that n(e) = a, A(f) = b and. e# f. 
Note also that if 2 is a trace labelling of a coherent dI-domain then it is ml1 with 
respect to some independency predicate, and then it is full for (I J,. Further on, the 
independency predicates on alphabets of trace labellings will always be taken to be the 
smallest ones when they are not explicit. 
Proposition 2.29. (1) If d is a stable trace automaton then 1d is a trace labelling. 
Precisely, if II is the independency predicate of d, Ilid = 11. 
(2) if d is moreover full then i,d is full. 
Proof. (1) Let &’ be a stable trace automaton with independency predicate I]. First 
we show that 1.d is deterministic. Let e and f be adjacent events in D(d). There 
are compacts x, x’, x” with x-x’, X-Z x”, x’ # x”, [x,x’] E e and, [X,X”] E f . Accord- 
ing to Remark 2.8, there are transitions t’ and t” with domain cod(x) with x’=x[t’] 
and x” =x[t”]. Necessarily t’ # t”. Then since d is deterministic, ev(t’) # ev(t”) i.e. 
n,(e) # L&f ). Now we show that for any adjacent events e and f in D(d), eof ej 
A,~(e)llk(f ). Therefore 1.d is trace. Let e and f be adjacent. According to Remark 2.8 
(l), there is a compact x in D(d), two distinct transitions tl, t2 with [x,x[tl]] E e and 
[x,x[tz]] E f. Then &d(e) = ev(tl) and Ad(f) = ev(t2). According to Remark 2.8(2), 
e o f if and only if there are transitions t’l and t’2 with tlti - tzti. Therefore e o ,f if 
and only if eo(tl)Ilev(t2). According to the accessibility of &, al(i.,db H a(lb. 
(2) Let d be a full trace automaton with independency predicate )I and e and f 
be two events of D(d) with e+ f. Let us show that ~(A,(e)llA.~(f)). e is maxi- 
mal in Cf. Let x, x’, x” be the compacts D(d) such that s(x) = Cf\{e}, s(x’) = Cf 
and s(x”) = C,f U {f}. Then x --<x’ +x” and [x,x’] - = e, [x’,x”] - = f. Therefore, 
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there are transitions t and t’ of & with n’=x[t] and x”=x’[t’]. Then &(e)]/&(f) if 
and only if ev(t)lleu(t’). Suppose eu(t)lleu(t’) and let us show this leads to some contra- 
diction. d being full, there are transitions u and U’ with eu(u)=eu(t’), eu(u’)=ev(t) 
and UU’ N tt’, [x,x[u]] E f and [x[u],x[uu’]] E e. Then e @ Cf, which is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
Let D be a coherent dI-domain. A labelling II of D with alphabet A defines the 
partition, 9A of Proj(D), which is the set of non-empty subsets of the form n-‘(a) 
for some a EA. For brevity, 1, denotes the class l-‘(a). If It and 12 are two labellings 
of D, 12 is finer than 11 - which is denoted 11 C 12, when any class of PA2 is included 
in some class of PA’. The previous relation C is a preorder on the class of labellings 
of D. 
Lemma 2.30. Let D be a coherent dI-domain and 1, A’ be a trace labellings of D 
with 1’ finer than 1. Then 
- if i is trace then /2’ is trace; 
_ if 1 is full then 1’ is full. 
Proof. For short, let (1 and I]’ denote, respectively, the binary relations on events, (1,~ 
and /(A’ as in (*) above and, A and A’ denote the respective alphabets of 1 and II’. 
Since 262’: (1) For any events e and f, A(e)#A(f) + l’(e)#A’(f). 
Let us check that 11’ corresponds to some predicate on pairs of events i.e. that the 
relations 11’ and _K ’ are indeed antireflexive. If a = n’(e), b = n’(f) and e o f V e# f 
then n(e) # n(f) since 2 is deterministic and a # b according to (1). 
Let us show: (2) Given events e and f, l’(e)l(‘l’(f) + l(e)lll(f ). Let e and f be 
events of D with A’(e)(l’A’(f ). By definition of 11’) there are some events e’ and f’, 
with n’(e’) = n’(e), II’( f ‘) = l’(f) and, e’o f’. A satisfying (Etrl), l(e’)llA(f’). Since 
4e’) = l(e) and 4f’) = A(f), 4e)lKf ). 
Now given events e and f with e# f, n(e) # A( f ), and according to (2), A’(e) # ‘A’( f ), 
i.e. A’ satisfies Axiom (Etr2). 
Suppose that /z satisfies moreover (Eas). If e and f are events and e-< f, then 
3J(e>ll4f )> d an according to (2), -(A’(e)jj’A’(f)). I.e. 1’ satisfies (Eus). 0 
2.8. Lemmas 
Miscellaneous results are grouped here. They will be used in Section 3. 
Let D denote a coherent dI-domain. In order to avoid some ambiguities -D shall 
stand for the projectivity relation on events of D. If x is a compact of D, the partial 
order T x is also a coherent d&domain. For short, -X denotes - tx. Prime intervals 
of TX are prime intervals of D of the form [y, y’] where y’ is compact in D and x< y. 
. . 
Thus the restriction of Z-D on the set of the latter intervals contains wx. Therefore 
any event [Y, ~‘1 xx of the domain r x corresponds to some event [y, y’] - D. This 
correspondence is functional. It is also injective as shown below. 
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Lemma 2.31. Let D be a coherent dZ-domain and x be a compact in D. t, is a 
dZ-domain and -b and xX coincide on the set of prime intervals of TX. 
Proof. If D is a coherent dI-domain, it is straightforward to check that TX also is. 
Let x, y, y’, z, z’ be compacts of D such that x < y, x&z, yh y’, z-z’, and 
[y, y’] - [z,z’]. Then x < y A z. Using the representation of elements of D by con- 
figurations, one obtains first that s(y’)\s(y) is a singleton and s(y’)\s(y) = s(z’)\s(z). 
Therefore (s(y’) n s(z’))\(s(y) n s(z)) = s(y’)\s(y) an according to Proposition 2.11, d 
yAz_y’Az’, [yAz,y’Az’] -[y,y’], [y~z,y’~z’]-[z,z’] and (yAz)Vy’=(yA 
z) v (y’ A z’) = y A (z v z’). Consider a covering chain yi,. . . , yn from y A z to y. 
Then for any integer i with 1 < i < n, according to (CZl ), yi 4 yi V (y’ A z’) and 
[yi, yi V (y’ A z’)] x [y, y’]. Then for any i such that 1 <i <n, [yi, yi V (y’ A z’)] 
_x[yi+,,yi+l V (y’ AZ’)]. Finally [y Az,y’ AZ’]-.[y,y’]. One proves analogously 
[y A z,x’ A y’] X-Z Jz,z’] and therefore [y, y’] -Jz,z’]. 0 
Therefore, given some coherent dI-domain D and some compact x of D, events of 
the domain T x are identified with those of D above x, i.e. projectivity classes of prime 
intervals [y, y’] where x < y --< y’. 
Lemma 2.32. Let D be a coherent dZ-domain, y be a compact of D and, e and j” be 
events of T x. Then 
(i) x(e)~x+x’(e)~x, [x(e)~x+x’(e)vx]Ee andx(e)Vx is the smallest compact 
z of T x such that there is z’ with z -z’ and [z,z’] E e. 
(ii) Zf e < f then there are compacts y, y’, y”, with x d y, y-y’ --< y”, [y, y’] E e, 
and [y’, y”] E f. 
(iii) Zf e and f are adjacent then there are compacts y, y’, y” with x<y, y- y’, 
y-y”, y’ # y”, [y, y’] E e, [y, y”] E f and e o f zf and only if y’ and y” have 
a common upper bound. 
Proof. (i) e being an event of T x, there are compacts y and y’ with x < y + y’ and 
[y, y’] E e. Then y’ is an upper bound of x and x’(e). Therefore e $ s(x), x V x(e) -:x V 
x’(e), [x Vx(e),xVx’(e)] Ee and xVx(e)<y. 
(ii) e being maximal in C( f ), there is a compact z with s(z) = C(f )\{e}. Let y =x 
Vz, y’ =x Vx(f) and, y” =x Vx’(f). Since e $ s(x) and f $ s(x), s(y”)\s(y’) = {f}, 
s( y’)\s( y) = {e} and then y + y’ - y”, [y, y’] E e and [y’, y”] E f. 
(iii) e and f being events of T x, x’(e) T x and x’(f) TX. If e and f are adjacent then 
x’(e) TX(~) and x(e) Tx’(f ). The domain being coherent, the sets {x,x(e),x’(f)} and 
{x,x’(e),x( f )} have both upper bounds. Let y =xVx(e)Vx( f ), y’ =xVx’(e)Vx( f) and 
y”=xVx(e)Vx’(f). Since e$Cf and f $C,, y+y’, y’-y”, [y,y’]~e, [y,y”]~f. 
If e of then x’(e) r x’( f ). The domain being coherent, its set of compacts satisfy Axiom 
(I’). Therefore, eo f if and only if y’,y” have a common upper bound. 0 
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If G an isomorphism from D1 onto D2, CJ provides a bijection, still denoted rr, from 
the set of events of D1 to the set of events of D2, defined by a(e) = [a(x), a(x’)] - 
for any prime interval [x,x’] of e. 
Lemma 2.33. Let D,D’ be two coherent d&domains, x and y be compacts respectively 
of D and of D’ and o be an isomorphism from TX onto r y. If e and f are events 
of TX then 
(i) a(x(e)Vx)=x(a(e))Vy and a(x’(e)Vx)=x’(a(e))V y; 
(ii) e-f 3 a(e)+o(f); 
(iii) e 0 f * o(e) 0 a(f ); 
(iv) e#f * o(e)#a(f ). 
Proof. (i) According to Lemma 2.32(i), x V x(e) is the smallest compact z lower or 
equal to x such that there is z’ with z +z’ and [z,z’] E e, and x Vx’(e) is the unique z’ 
with x V x(e)-z’ and [x V x(e),z’] E e. f = a(e) = [o(x(e) V x), o(x’(e) V x)] _ o 
being an isomorphism, a(x(e) V x) is the smallest z of 7 y such that there is z’ with 
z-z’ and [z,z’] E f. According to Lemma 2.32(i), a(x(e)Vx) =x(f )V y and o(x’(e)V 
x)=x’(f) v y. 
(ii) According to Lemma 2.3 l(ii) consider compacts z, z’, z” with x <z, z --<z’ +.a”, 
[z, z’] E e and, [z’,z”] E f. Since e - f, according to Lemma 2.23(ii), there is no com- 
pact z”’ with z”’ #z’ and z ~z”‘+z”. (T being an isomorphism, y<a(z), 
(T(Z)--< cr(z’) + a(~“), [a(z), o(z’)] E o(e), [I, a(~“)] E o(f) and there is no com- 
pact z”’ with z”’ # a(~‘) and a(z) 4~“’ + I. Then according to Lemma 2.23(ii), 
o(e) 4 o(f ). 
(iii) and (iv) If e and f are adjacent, according to Lemma 2.32(iii), there are com- 
pacts z, z’ and z” with x<z, z’fz” z-z’, z-z”, [z,z’]E~, [z,z”]E f, then eof 
if and only if z’ t z”. 0 being an isomorphism, y < a(z), a(z) --< a(~‘), c(z) + cr(z”), 
I # a(~“), a(e) = [O(Z), a(~‘)] - , a(f) = [CT(Z), o(z”)] - and a(~‘) r a(~“) if 
and only if z’ 1‘~“. According to Lemma 2.32(iii), this means o(e) o c(f) if and only 
ifeof. q 
Proposition 2.34. If D1 and D2 are two coherent dI-domains with respective deter- 
ministic labellings 1,~ and 12 with values in a same alphabet hen there is at most one 
isomorphism o from D1 onto 02 preserving labellings, i.e. such that Az(o(e))=ll(e) 
for any event e of Dl. 
Proof. Let D1 and 02 be coherent dI-domains with deterministic labellings ;1i and ;/2 
and, D and r two isomorphisms from DI onto D2 preserving the labellings. Let us 
show that for any compact x of D,, a(x) = T(X). By contradiction. Let x be a compact 
of D1, such that a(x) # r(x). Consider a covering chain xi,. . . ,x, from -L to x. There is 
a smaller index i such that a(xi) # r(xi) and this index is not 1. Then a(xi_ 1) = z(xi_ I), 
and since 0 and r preserve labellings, Az([a(xi_i ), o(xi)] - ) = Az([r(xi-i ), r(xi)] - ). 
According to (Edet2), a(xi) = Z(xi), which is a contradiction. NOW if x E D1, x = V{ y E 
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Comp(D1) Iy <x}, and 
4x> = V{dY> IY E ComPm ) A Y -1 
= VIZ(Y) I YE ComPm > A Y -1 
=7(x). 0 
3. Semantics of finite automata 
This section focuses on unfoldings of finite stable trace automata. Characterization 
of these unfoldings are given and some useful1 lemmas are presented in Section 3.1. 
The proof of the main result of this paper is in Section 3.2. 
3.1. Regularity 
Domains unfoldings of finite stable trace automata are characterized: they are the 
coherent dI-domains admitting some particular finite regular labellings. This result is 
mainly an adaption of results in [6] (Corollary 3.22) to the stable trace automata setting. 
The notions of regularity for labelled domains are studied. 
A type is generally a class of isomorphic objects. If P is some partial order, a 
residual of P is some partial order of form r x, for some x E P. We let P be regular 
when the set of types of its residuals is finite. 
Lemma 3.1. If d is a stable trace automaton then for any compact x in D(d), the 
map a, from TX onto the set of traces with domain cod(x) sending y onto aJy)=z 
where y =xz is an order isomorphism. 
Proof. Let x be a compact in D(d). By definition, y>x if and only if y =xz, for 
some trace z with domain cod(x). According to the left-cancellation rule, for a given 
y lower than x, such a z is unique. Therefore a, is well-defined and is a bijection 
from Ix onto the set of traces with domain cod(x). Let us show that a, is an order 
isomorphism. Let x f y d y’. Then xo(y)z = xo(y’) for some trace z. According to left 
cancellation, cr( y) < a( y’). q 
For short, a coherent dI-domain will be called regular when its ordered sets of 
compacts is. Residuals of a domain D will be the partial orders Ix, x ranging in 
Camp(D). 
If (D, A) denotes a coherent dI-domain with labelling I, then for any compact x of 
D, the domain Ix is also labelled by the map sending any event [Y, y’] - TV onto 
UY, Y’l - .). Further on, il still denotes the latter map. If D is a CR-domain labelled 
by A, an equivalence on residuals labelled by J - called for short A-residuals, is de- 
fined in the following way: (t x, 2) and (r y, 1) are equivalent when there is a domain 
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isomorphism 0 from TX onto Ty preserving 2, i.e. such that A(o(e))= n(e) for any 
event e in TX. 
Proposition 3.2. If A is a trace labelling of a coherent dl-domain D then D is iso- 
morphic to D(d”‘(D,A)) where d”‘(D, A) is the following stable trace automaton. 
Zl,... ,Zi ,... being an enumeration of the types of A-residuals, 
_ states are the 7,; 
_ events are the labels of ;I; 
- (Zi, a, zj) is a transition tf and only if there are compacts x and x’ such that (TX, A) 
has type zi, (r x’, A) has type zj, x --CX’ and, A([x,x’] - ) = a; 
- the independency predicate 11 is 11~. 
If moreover A is full then zZ*(D, A) is full. 
Proof. Consider a coherent dI-domain D with trace labelling A. It is straightforward 
(and tedious!) to check that &‘“(D, A) is a well-defined stable trace automaton with 
independency predicate (Ii, and that moreover &“(D,1) is full when 1 is full. In 
order to prove that D is isomorphic to D(dm(D)), it is enough to find some folding 
morphism from d(D) onto M”(D,A). Such one is (0,~) where: 
- for any compact x of D, o(x) is the type of (TX, 2); 
_ q=l. 0 
Let us note the minimality of the previously defined automaton &‘“(D, A). 
Property 3.3. If d is some stable trace automaton then d covers zP’(D(,clz),&) 
Proof. A folding morphism from d to &?(D(&‘), A) is (0, 1) where for any state q, 
o(q) is the type of l-residuals (TX, 2) for some arbitrary compact x in D(d) with 
cod(x) = q. 0 
Definition 3.4 (Regular labelling). A labelling 2 of a regular coherent dI-domain D is 
regular when it leads to a finite number of types of &residuals for D. 
Proposition 3.5. If ~2 is a finite stable trace automaton then D(d) is regular and 
Ad is a finite regular labelling of D(d). 
Proof. Obviously, & is finite. According to Proposition 2.29, /2& is trace. According 
to Lemma 3.1, for any compacts x and y in D(d) with cod(x) = cod(y), a;’ . a, is 
an isomorphism between residuals of Comp(D(d)), sending t x onto t y. It preserves 
Ad. &’ having a finite number of states, D(d) is regular and & is regular. 0 
Conversely, if 2 is some finite regular trace labelling of a regular coherent dI- 
domain D then D is isomorphic to D(dm(D, A)) and &“(D, A) is finite. According to 
this and to Propositions 3.2, 2.29 and 3.5, 
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Proposition 3.6. (1) A coherent dI-domain is generated by a jinite stable trace au- 
tomaton if and only if it is regular and admits a finite regular trace labelling. (2) A 
coherent dI-domain is generated by a jinite full trace automaton is and only if it is 
regular and admits a jinite regular full trace labelling. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf D is a coherent dZ-domain and A’ and A2 are two deterministic la- 
bellings with 1’ finer than A2 then d”(D,A’) covers &P’(D,A2). 
Proof. If A2 = f o Li for some map f, a folding morphism cp = (a, q) from d”(D, n,) 
onto zP(D, 22) is as follows. 0 sends the type of (TX, 2’) to those of (tx,n2) and q 
sends any label a to f(a). q 
Definition 3.8 (Labeling juxtaposition). Given a coherent dI-domain D, the juxtapo- 
sition of a family of labellings (li)iEI of D is denoted ((J.i)icI) and is the labelling of 
D sending any event e on the family of labels (&(e))i,,. 
Remark 3.9. The juxtaposition of two regular labellings is generally not regular. 
Actually, any deterministic labelling of the complete binary tree ranging in {a, b} is 
regular (there is only one type of residuals). One may find a juxtaposition of two such 
labellings which is not regular - see Fig. 3 for two such labellings and Fig. 4 for their 
juxtaposition. 
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Fig. 4. (Al,Az). 
It is straightforward to check that 
Properties 3.10. Let A1 and A2 be labellings of a coherent dZ-domain such that A,<12 
then 
(1) if Ai is deterministic then also is A,; 
(2) if 12 is regular then also is 21. 
Lemma 3.11. Given a regular coherent dZ-domain with deterministic labelling i and a 
jnite family (pi), <i+, of regular labellings alljner that i then (/?I,. . . , /?,,) is regular. 
Proof. Let B = (pi,. . . , p,,). /I, like any /Ii for some i E (0,. . . , n}, is deterministic since 
it is finer than A. Note therefore that if x and y are compacts then, according to 
Fact 2.34, there is at least one isomorphism from r x onto T y preserving /I (respectively 
pi), and if such an isomorphism exists, this one is also the unique isomorphism from 
TX onto T y preserving II. 
Now let us prove the lemma by contradiction. Suppose (pi,. . . , bn) is not regular. 
i being regular, there is therefore an infinite set S of compacts such that labelled 
residuals (TX, A), x ranging over S, have the same type though for any distinct x and 
y in S labelled residuals (TX, (pi,. . . , Pn)) and (T y, (/Ii,. . . , j&,)) have distinct types. 
For any x, y E S, let a,,, denote the unique isomorphism preserving 1 of TX onto 7 y. 
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Let x,y be distinct in S. Since there is no isomorphism preserving /? from TX onto 
T y, there is an event e of TX with (pi,. . . , Pn)(oxJe)> # (PI,. . . ,P&e). Then there is 
some i E { 1,. . . , n} with Pi(c&e)) # pi(e) and, according to the initial remark, (r x, fii) 
and (T y,/$) have different types. Applying Ramsey’s theorem (infinitary version, see 
Theorem A.5 in appendix), one deduces the existence of some i E (0,. . . , a} and of 
some infinite subset S’ of S such that if x and y are distinct in S’, then (TX, /3i) and 
(1‘ y, /?i) have distinct types. Therefore /?i is not regular, which is a contradiction. 0 
3.2. Stable trace vs. full trace automata 
This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.12. Any jnite stable trace automaton is covered by some finite full trace 
automaton. 
This is indeed a consequence of the following result. 
Theorem 3.13. For any finite regular trace labelling of a regular coherent dI-domain, 
there is a finer labelling which is full, finite and regular. 
Proof of Theorem 3.12. Let & be a finite stable trace automaton. Then d folds 
onto &“(D(&),&) - Property 3.3, let cp be the folding morphism from d onto 
&‘“(D(d),1_&). Ad being finite trace and regular, there is some finite full trace reg- 
ular labelling 1’ finer than 1d. According to Lemma 3.7, zZm(D(&),l’) folds onto 
XZ’~(D(&), A,), let $ denote the corresponding folding morphism. Consider the fibered 
product of cp and $, the stable trace automaton d x~,,,_YY(D(JzZ), A’) is finite and folds 
onto &. It also folds onto dm(D(&‘),n’) which is full. According to Proposition 2.16, 
d xW,$ &02”(D(&),1’) is full. 0 
Let us prove Theorem 3.13. A little material is required. Given a coherent dI-domain, 
binary relations R’, R2, ca’, w2 and w are defined on the set on the set of events by 
_ eR’e’ if and only if there exists e” with e --< e” o e’; 
_ eR2e’ if and only if there exists e” with e o e” + e’; 
- w1 is the symmetric closure of R’; 
_ w2 is the symmetric closure of R2; 
-w =w1uw=. 
Given a trace labelling I of a coherent dI-domain, for any labels a and b with al(lb 
&J) stands for the labelling with values in (0, 1,2} sending any event e to: 
- 0 if A(e)#a, 
- 1 if n(e) = a and if there exists some f with n(f) = b and f-e, 
- 2 if A(e) = a and there is no f with A(f) = b and f-~ e. 
Finally let 2’ be the juxtaposition of 2 and the family (J(a,b))(,,b) EAZ n ,,,.. Note 
Remark 3.14. If I is finite then also is A’. 
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Recall 
Terminology 3.15. A coloring of a simple graph with no loops is a map from the set 
of its vertices uch that two adjacent vertices have dtrerent images. If G is a simple 
graph with no loops, x(G), the chromatic number of G is the minimal cardinal CI such 
that there is some coloring of G with rank of cardinality ~1. 
The sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.13 is given below. The result follows from 
the three next lemmas. 
Lemma 3.16. Given a coherent dI-domain with some trace labelling 2 which is a 
coloring for w’, A’ is full trace. 
Lemma 3.17. Given a regular coherent dI-domain with a regular jinite trace la- 
belling L, there is some regular labelling A’, finer than 1, which is a Jinite coloring 
for the graph w’. 
Lemma 3.18. Given a regular coherent d&domain with a jinite regular trace la- 
belling E,, I’ is regular. 
Indeed, let ;1 be a trace labelling of a coherent dI-domain D. If 1’ is a labelling 
finer than A and also a coloring for the graphe w1 then 1’ is trace according to 
Lemma 2.30 and (1’ )* is a full trace labelling according to Lemma 3.16. If moreover 
D is regular and i is finite and regular, such a labelling 1’ may be chosen finite and 
regular according to Lemma 3.17 and (1’)’ is a finite regular full trace labelling of D 
according to Remark 3.14 and Lemma 3.18. Moreover (A’)’ is finer than 1’ and then 
finer than i. 
Let us prove Lemma 3.16. 
Proof of Lemma 3.16. According to Lemma 2.30, because 1’ is finer than 1, A’ is 
trace. It remains to show that it satisfies Axiom (Eas). Let A and A’ denote, respec- 
tively, the alphabets of ,l and 2’ and let 1) and 11. stand, respectively, for 11~ and 11~. . 
By definition of A’, for any a, b EA with al(b and b’ EA., if A*@ C I+, then either 
2.b’ c: (2,) < or A’b’ n & < = 8 where I, -C is the set of events f for which there is 
some e E ia with e 4 f. Suppose now that 2’ does not satisfy (Eas), let us show this 
leads to a contradiction. There are some events e, f, and labels a’, b’ E A’ and a, b E A, 
with e---if, e E Ai, C A,, f E A*@ S lb and a’(l*b’. By definition of I(‘, there are events 
e’, f’ such that n.(e’) = a’, A’( f ‘) = b’ and e’ o f’ and therefore allb. f’ $i 1, -< be- 
cause if there is e” in 1, with e” - f I th en e” w’ e’, which is impossible because 2 
is a coloring for WI. Then f’ E a*bl \A, + and 2.b’ $ &, -C . But f E A’,,’ n 1, + # 8, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Note that with the assumptions of Lemma 3.16. 
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Corollary 3.19. I’ is a coloring of w2. 
In order to prove Lemmas 3.17 and 3.18, we need: 
Properties 3.20. If J. is a trace labelling of a coherent d&domain and a is a label of 
IL then 
(1) ife-g, f-g and, n(e)=L(f) then e= f; 
(2) if e and f belong to Aa then e and f are not in immediate conjlict and if {e, f } 
is consistent hen e and f comparable; 
(3) ife,f EI, and eR’f then e<f; 
(4) tfel,ez,ex E&, el <e2<e3 and el- f oe3 then f oe2. 
Proof. (1) If e and f are distinct, e --<g and, f 4 g then f and e are not comparable. 
Since e fi f is consistent, according to Remark 2.24, eo f. Then, since i satisfies (Etrl ), 
l(e)ll;L(f) and then n(e) # i(f). 
(2) Let e, f E A,. Since I satisfies (Etr2), e and f are not in immediate conflict. 
Consider moreover eef. Since n(e) = A(f) and 1 satisfies (Etrl), {e, f} 4 o and e 
and f are comparable according to Remark 2.24. 
(3) Let e, f E 1, and g such that e-i g o f. Necessarily e fi f, otherwise because 
g >e, {g, f } would be inconsistent. f 6 e otherwise by transitivity f dg. According 
to (2) e< f. 
(4) Let el,eT,es E&, el <ez<ej and el + f oes. el+ f and el <ez implies e2+ f. 
Because es o f, f 6 e2 (otherwise by transitivity f < e3 ). From es t f and e2 < es, one 
deduces e2 9 f. According to Remark 2.24, e2 of. q 
Furthermore, if 2 is a trace labelling of a coherent dI-domain then for any label a, 
RB, and w:,~ denote the respective restrictions of R’ and w’ on 1,. 
Let us prove Lemma 3.17 which we recall: 
Given a regular coherent dl-domain with a regular jinite trace labelling 1, there is 
a regular labelling ,I’, finer than I* which is a jinite coloring for the graph w’. 
Proof. Consider a regular coherent dI-domain with a finite regular trace labelling 2. 
First we show the existence of a finite coloring /?A,~ of the graph induced by W’ on 
the class An for each label a. Letting 2’ be the juxtaposition of 1 and of the latter 
colorings, 1’ is finite, finer than ;1 and it is also a coloring for w’ . Finally we show 
that A’ is regular. 
Recall, 
Terminology 3.21. A clique in a graph (simple, with no loops) is a set of pairwise 
adjacent vertices. For any graph G, o(G), when it is defined, denotes the maximal 
cardinality of cliques of G. 
Lemma 3.22. If i is a finite regular trace labelling of a regular coherent dI-domain 
then for any label a, CO(W~ .) is jinite. 
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C(Q) C(Q) CC% ) C(ez+1) 
(if there is some edge from X to Y then X C Y) 
Fig. 5. Configurafions C(ei) and C(j;) ordered by C. 
Fig. 6. Sets of events Xj and x.1 ordered by C 
Proof. Let n be a non null integer such that there is a clique for w:,~ with size n 
in Aa. We show then that there are at least n distinct types of residuals labelled by ,J 
(see (10) above). I being regular, o(wd,,) is therefore finite. 
Consider such a clique. According to Property 3.20(3), it is a chain el < . . < ei 
< . . . <e, such that for any integers i, j with 1 <i < j <n, eiR’ej, i.e. there is some 
f ;,j with ei -_( f i,j oej. According to Property 3.20(4), such an fl,j S&f%3 &O fi,j Oek 
for any integer k with i < k d j. For any i with 1 <i < n, let f; = f i,n. Then for any i, j 
with 1 di<j <n, ei - fi and fi o ej. The inclusion order on the configurations C(ei) 
and C(fi) is depicted in Fig. 5. Consider then the following sequences (Xj)l <j<n and 
(K,j)l<i<j<nAi<n O f sets of events (see Fig. 6), defined inductively by X, = C(e,); if 
1 dj<n, Xj=C(ej)UZj, where Zj is the set (C(fl)U ... UC(fj_l)U(C(fj)\{ej})) 
fIXj+l and, for any i, j such that l<i<j<n, q,j=XjU(C(fj)\{ej}) ifj#n, K,j= 
xj U C(fi). 
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Let us show that for any integers i and j with 1 <i < j <n and i < n: 
(1) xj 2x,+1; 
(2) ej @Xi and ej 6 Y;,j; 
(3) Xj is a configuration; 
(4) K,,j is a configuration. 
Proof. (1) If j is an integer with 1 d j f n then C(ej) C Xj. Therefore, if j < n, C(ej) C 
C(ej+t ) C Xj+ 1 and then Xj C Xj+r . 
(2) For any integers i, j with 1 <i < j<n, ej # C(fi) (because ej ofi) then ej +Z Xi, 
ej # x,j and if j#n, ej @ ‘;,j. 
(3) By induction. X,, is a configuration. Note that for any j with 1 d j <n, t?j is 
a maximal in C(fj), therefore C(fj)\{ej} is a configuration. Suppose that Xi+, is 
a configuration. BecauseXj=C(ej)U(C(fr)nX,+t)U ... U((C(fj)\{ej})nXj+r), Xj 
is a union of configurations. According to (I), Xj C: C(e,), Xj is then consistent and 
Xj is a configuration. 
(4) For any i, j with 1 6 id j <n and i <n, since Xj C C(e,) (according to (1)) 
and fioe,, C(fi) U C(e,) is a configuration containing x,j. Therefore x,j is consis- 
tent. Since according to (3), Xj is a configuration, x,j is an union of configurations. 
Therefore K,j is a configuration. 
Sequences (Xj)l<jGn and (X%,)r<i<j<nAl<n satisfy the following properties: 
(5) Xj U {ej} is a configuration and Xj _Xj U {<j} if 1 d j <n; 
(6) K.,y F,jU{ej}, if l<i<jfn and i<n; 
(7) ~.jd~,jU{~}, if l<i<jfn; 
(8) q,jYfJ, if l<j<n; 
(9) K.j\Xj= E,j+l\Xj+l, if 1 didj<n. 
(5) Let j be an integer with 1 Gjdn. According to (l), Xj U {ej} C C’(e,), and 
because C(ej) C Xj, Xj U {ej} IS a configuration. According to (2) ej #Xj. 
(6) Let i and j be integers with 16 i < j <II and i <n. Then C(ej) ‘Xj G 
K,j, K,jU{ej} C: C'(en>uC(fr>, and C’(e,) U C(fi) is a configuration since fi o e,, 
therefore E,j U {ej} is a configuration. According to (2), ej @ Y,j. 
(7) Let i and j be integers with 1 <i < j<n. Since fi o e, C(fi) U C(e,) and 
C(fi) U C’(e,) are configurations and fi $Z C(h) U C(e,). C(f,)C x,j and according to 
(l), ~,j&C(fi)UX,=C(fi)UC(e,). x,j isaconfigurationnotcontainingJ. x,jU{fi} 
C C(A) U C’(e,) and then x,j U {fi} is also a configuration. 
(8) The result follows from the fact that if j is an integer with 1 d j <n then 
ej E C(fj) and according to (2), ej # q,j. 
(9) Let i and j be integers with 1 <i<j<n. Then C(fi)nx,+, Cq and (C(fj)\{ej}) 
n Xj+ 1 C Xj. Therefore x, j+ 1 \Xj+ 1 = C(fi)\xj+l=C(fi)\xj=~,j\Xj and Y,.j+l\xj+l= 
C(f,)\xj+l=(C(f,)\{ej})\xj=Y,,,\xj. 
Let s denote the isomorphism associated with the domain in consideration (see 
Proposition 2.11). For any integers i and j with 1 <i < j Qn and i <n, Xi and x,j 
are configurations so let xi and yi,j denote the compacts of the domain with s(xi) = Xi 
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and s(yi,j) = x,j. We are going to prove 
(10) For any integers i and j with 1 <i <j Gn, the types of (Xi, 2) and (xi, A) are 
distinct. 
For this purpose, let us show first 
(11) If 1 d i <j <n then (vi,i, 2) and (yi,j, 2) have distinct types. 
If 1 <i<n then there is no event f of the form [yi,i,Z] - with A(f)=A(f;:). 
Actually, since J;:oq, according to (Etrl) such an f would satisfy J(f)]lnl(ei) since fro 
ej, then, since according to (6) ei has the form [yi,i,z] - , one would have according to 
Axiom (&2), f Oei and according to (Edet), f = 5, contradicting (8). Nevertheless, 
(7) shows that fi has the form [yi,j,Z] - when i< j. 
Proof. (10) By contradiction: Consider two integers i, j with 1 d i < j <n and such 
there is an isomorphism Gi,j preserving i from TXi onto txi. One shows that nec- 
essarily such a Oi,j sends yi,i onto yi,j, which contradicts (11). Actually, consider 
a covering chain (s,,)i Qp,cq from X; to yi,i. According to (9) (x,i\&) x (Xj\x) C o 
and X,j\xj=X,i\xi. (spVxj)lGpQq is therefore a covering chain from xj to yi,j and 
[~p,~p+ll~[~pVxj,~p+l VXjl. Since if lbp<q, ~([Sp,Sp+llx)=~([SpVXj,Sp+l V 
Xj] - ) and 1 is deterministic - (Edet), an induction shows that if 1 <p <q, Oi,j(sp) 
=sP VX~ and [ai,j(sp), ai,j(Sp+l)] x [sp VX~,.S,,+I VX~] and finally ai,j(Sq) =sq VX~, i.e. 
ai,j(Yi,i)=Yi,i VXj. q 
Recall 
Terminology 3.23. The coloring number of a simple graph with no loops is the small- 
est cardinal cx such that there is a well ordering of its set of vertices uch that any 
vertex strictly dominates at most c1 vertices. It follows that the chromatic number of 
a graph is lower or equal to its coloring number plus one. 
Lemma 3.24. If 2 is a regular trace labelling of a regular coherent dI-domain, then 
for any label a the graph w:,~ has a finite coloring number. Precisely, this number 
is o(w~.,~) - 1 and for any event e in An, 
- there is at least co(cai,,) - 1 events f in & with ef f and eW ‘f; 
-(fE~,Af~eAff’e)~f<e. 
Proof. If the event f lies in the set S = {f E /I, 1 e yt f A f w ‘e} then according to 
Property 3.20(3) fR’e and f <e. According to Property 3.20(2), S is a chain, denoted 
(f;:), <i+, where n is an integer and fi < fj for any integers i, j with 1 <i< j<n. 
According to Property 3.20(4), f;R’fj if 1 <i <j <n. Therefore, S U {e} is a clique 
for WA and its cardinality is strictly lower than ~(cu:,,) which is finite according to 
Lemma 3.22. 0 
Consider a regular coherent dI-domain with a finite regular trace labelling 2. If a is a 
label for 1, a consequence of Lemma 3.24 is that ~(w:,,) = ~(ca~,,). According again 
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to Lemma 3.24, one may define by induction on < a coloring /?A,~ of RI: II ranging in 
(0,. . . > 4w;,Jl: 
_ If e E I,, /InJe) is the smallest 1 in { 1,. . . ,w(ca~ .)} such that there is no f EI,, , 
with f -=c e, f w ‘e and fin,J f) = 1, 
- if e Gil,, then BnJe) = 0. 
Let A1 be the juxtaposition of 1 and of the labellings fin,+, a ranging in the alphabet 
of 1. 1’ is finite, finer than 2 and it is a coloring for wl. According to Lemma 3.11, 
2’ is regular if for any label a, the labelling (&pi,,) is regular. In order to conclude 
the proof of Lemma 3.17, let us show 
Lemma 3.25. If I is a finite regular trace labelling of a regular coherent dI-domain 
then for any label a, (A,p,,) is regular. 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose there is some label a such that (2, /?J~,~) is not regular. 
We show then that the following situation holds. There is 
_ an infinite chain I; 
_ a family of distinct compacts (xi)iEr; 
_ a family of isomorphisms (ai,j)((i,j) EIZ,ifj); 
_ a family of events (ci,j)(i,j) E ,z ,, i +j and (J,j)ci,j, E p A I .+; 
such that: 
- labelled residuals (Txi, A) have the same type and oi,j is the unique isomorphism 
from TXi onto TXj preserving 1; 
- e,,j is an event of Txi, n(ei,j) = a and, ai,j(ei,j) = cj,l, 
- for any i, j in I with i<j, A(fi,j)=a, h,j <ei,j, fi,jR’ei,j, and: 
l either (case 1): for any i, j E I with i <j, fi,j is an event of txi and (cj,i(fi,j), ej,i ) 
#R’; 
l or (case 2): for any i, j E I with i < j, fi,j E S(xi) and there is no f with n(f) = a, f 
R’ej,i and PLO(~) = Bn,a(fi,j). 
It is shown later that the two cases mentioned above lead to contradictions 
(Lemma 3.26 for the case (1) and Lemma 3.27 for the case (2). 
Because 2 is regular and (2, p~,~) is not, there is some infinite subset S of compacts 
such that labelled residuals (TX, A), x ranging over S, have the same type though for 
any distinct x and y in S, (TX, (n,/?~~,~)) and (Ty, (A,/?,,)) have distinct types. 
If x, y E S let OX,Y stand for the unique domain isomorphism preserving J. from TX 
onto Ty. If x and y are distinct such an isomorphism does not preserve (A, /II.,~), i.e., 
there is an event e in TX with B~,a(ox,,(e))#8i.,a(e). 
Then for any x, y in S there is some event, namely e,,,, which is minimal among 
events e in TX satisfying PiJax,,(e)) # fl>~Je). Necessarily &e,,,) = a. Let eY,X = a,,, 
(eX,Y). One notes then that eY,X is also a minimal element of ly among the e in Ty 
with P~,Q(oy,x(e)) #Pi+(e) 
If A(f) = a and fR’e,,, then f <e,,, according to Property 3.20(3), then {f } Us(x) 
is consistent and either f E s(x) or f is an event of TX. 
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For any x, YES, kE{l,..., wj,,} and 1 E (0, l}, one defines the following predi- 
cates: 
- P(x, y, k, 1) : “there is an event f with f E Aa A fR’e,,, A Pj.,a(f) = k and if I= 0 
then f E s(x) and if I= 1 then f is an event of TX”; 
- Q(x, y,k) : “there is an event f with f E 1, A fR’e,,, A Bj.,a(f) = k”. 
Then Q(x, y, k) = P(x, Y, k, 0) V P(x, Y, k, 1). 
Let x, y ES. Since /3i.,,(e,,,) # /?j.,a(eu,x) there is some k in { 1,. . . , w),,,} such that, 
either Q(x, y, k), or Q(y,sc, k) holds. Applying the corollary of Ramsey’s theorem 
(Corollary A.6 in appendix), one shows the existence of an infinite chain I, of a 
family of distinct compacts (Xi)iEr in S, of k E { 1,. . , , a(~;,,,)} and of 1 E (0, I} such 
that if i < j then P(xi, x,, k, 1) holds and Q(x~, xi, k) does not. 
For any distinct i, j in I, let ai,j = a,,,, ei,j = e,,,, and let US reformulate the 
previous result. There is some infinite chain I, a family of distinct compacts (Xi)iE( in 
S, 1 E (0, 1) such that if i< j, then there is some A,j with: 
- h,j E s(xi) if I= 0 and fi,j is an event of txi if I= 1, 
_ U,j) = 4 
- J;,j < ei3 j, 
- f;,jR’ei,, and there is no f with f E A,, fR’e,,i and /3,,.(J;,j)=/3n,.(f). 
In case I= 1 above, if i, j E I and i < j then fi,j is in Txi,j. Then due to the choice 
of the e,,,, D~,u(f;,j) = PA,a(ci,j(.&)) and (ai,j(fi,,), ej,i) #R’. 0 
Lemma 3.26. Given a regular coherent dI-domain with a jinite regular trace labelling 
1, and a label a of 1, there is no infinite chain I with 
- a family of distinct compacts (xi)iEI; 
- a family of isomorphisms (Oi,j)l(i,j) E Iz,i + jl; 
- families Of events (ei,j)ci,j, E ,z A I f,i and (.h,j)(i,j)tpr\i+j; such that: 
- labelled residuals (TX;, A) have all the same type and oi,j is the unique isomorphism 
of TX, onto Txj preserving A; 
- ei,j and J;,j are events of Txi, A(ei,j)=a, A(&)= a, oi,j(ei,j) = ej,i and ~i,j(fi,j) = 
J;,i; 
-for any i, j in I with i<j, f;:,j<ei,j, J;,jR’ei,j, and (fj,i,ej,i)@R’. 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of 2, and I as described above. We 
show that this situation leads to a contradiction (see (7) below). 
Let GI denote the simple graph with no loops of the order on I (I is the set of 
its vertices and its edges corresponds to pairs (i, j) with i <j). Consider i, j E I with 
i < j, because fi,jR’ei,j, there is some event namely gi,j with fi,j + gi,j o ei,j. gi,j does 
not belong to s(x~) since fi,j -z gi,j. Let 6i,j = {h E S(Xi) / {h, gi,j} #Con}. The Si,j are 
upper closed sets, therefore the S(xi)\di,j are configurations. SO let yi,j denote the 
compact of the domain with s(yi,j) =~(xi)\di,,i. Then yi,,i <xi and gi,, is an event 
of TYi,j. 
Because 3, is regular, applying Ramsey’s theorem, one proves the existence of an 
infinite subchain I’ of I such that if i, j E I’ and i < j, residuals (Tyi,j, 2) have the 
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C'(ei,j) 
Fig. 7. Set of events 6,,, and y[,, 
same type. Furthermore, I denotes such an I’ and for any i, ,j, k E I with i-c j <k, T;,j,k 
denotes the unique isomorphism of TYi,j onto tyj,k. 
Let us show 
(1) If i, j, kEZ and i<j<k then r(i, j,k)(f,,j)#f,,i or z(i, j,k)(ei,j)#ej,i. 
Let i, j, k E I and i < j<k. Then fi,j --i gi,j o ei,j and ei,j, fi,j, gi,j being events of 
rYi,j, according t0 kTUlM 2.33(ii) and (iii), Zi,j,k(fr,j)~Zi,j,k(gi,j) 0 zi,j,k(ei,j). By 
assumption, (fj,i,ej,i)#R’, therefore ‘Zi,j,k(fi,j)#fj,i or z(i, j, k)(ei,j)#ej,i. 
For any i, j E I with i < j, one defines moreover yi,, = C’(ei,j)\s(xi) (refer to Fig. 7). 
Let us show the following points. For any i, j E I with i < j: 
(2) 6i.j fl C’(ei,j) = 0; 
(3) Yi,,; = C’(ei,j)\4Yi,,j); 
C4) Yi.f x &,j C_ O; 
(5) &Yi.j> x R(6i,,j) C I[?.. 
Proof. (2) Let i, j E I with i < j, and h E 6i,j. h 6 ei,j since {gi,j, h} # Con and { gi,j, 
ei,j} E Con. 
(3) Simple consequence of (2). 
(4) Let i, j E I with i < j. If h E 6i,j and g E yi,j, then g $ h since g $ s(xi) and h $9 
since according to (1) h # C’(ei,j). g and h are compatible since they both belong to 
the configuration S(Xi) U C’(ei,j). Finally according to Remark 2.24, go h. 
(5) Immediate consequence of (4). 
Let us show 
(6) If i,j, k EI and i<j<k, then there is some event hi,j,k in C’(z,j,k(ei,j))\s(,vj,k) 
and SOme Wilt gi,j,k in dj,k with l(n(h,,j,k)lli,n(g,j,k)). 
Consider i, j, k E I with i < j <k. There is some covering chain (sP), ~p~4 from 
yi,j to yl,j Vx’(ei,i) via yi,j Vx(h,j) and yi,j V~(fi,~) and with [sq_i,sq] E ei,j, i.e. 
there is some index q’ with 1 <q’ <q, S+I = yi,j V x(f;:,j) and, sq/ = yi,j V X’(fi,j) and 
+I = yi,j Vx(ei,,) (see Fig. 8 describing the domain Tyi,j). According to (3), the set 
of events {bp,~p+~l - (1 bp<q} is yl,j and according to (4), (sP VXi)lgpGy is a 
covering chain from Xi to Xi Vx’(ei,j) with [.s,,,.s~+~] M [sP VX~,S~+~ Vxi] if 1 < p <q. 
Especially, fi,j = [So! _ 1 V Xi, Sqt V xi] - , Sq’_l VX, =Xi VX(h,j), Sq’ VXi =Xi VX’(,fi,j), 
ei,.j = [Sq-I Vxi,Sy Vxil x and sq_ 1 V Xi = Xi V x(ei,j). 
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Fig. 8. Domain Tyi.1. 
Fig. 9. Domain fyi,k. 
ai,j being an isomorphism from Txi onto Txj with Ci,i(f;:,j) = fi,j and ai,j(ei,j) = ej,i, 
according to Lemma 2.33(i), Oi,j(xi Vx(fi,j))=Xj Vx(fi,i), ai,,(Xi Vx’(J,j))=xj Vx’(fi,i), 
ai,j(xi Vx(ei,j))=xj Vx(ej,i), ai,j(xi Vx’(ei,j))=xj Vx’(ej,i) and, (oi,j(sp VXj))lGpQq is 
a covering chain from Xj to Xj Vx’(ej,i) with [ai,j(sqJ-t VX~),C~J(S~/ VX~)] E fj,i and 
[ai,j(sq-1 Vxi), oi,j(sq Vxi)] E ej,i. One should refer to Fig. 9 describing domain fyj,k. 
Since ri,j,k is an isomorphism from tyi,j onto tyj,k, then (ri,j,k(Sp))tGpSq is a cover- 
ing chain from Yj,k to yj,k Vx’(zi,j,k(ei,j)), Ti,j,k(yi,j vx(fi,j)) = yj,k vx(zi,j,k(.h,j)h 
Ti,j,k(Yi,j vx’(_h,j)) = Yj,k Vx’(ri,j,k(f;.,j)) and zi,j,k(Yi,j Vx(G,j))= yj,k Vx(%,j,k(ei,j)>. 
Suppose now that the assertion (6) does not hold. Then A(g) 111 A(ri,j,k([sp, 
s,+l] - )) for any g E 8j.k and any p, with 1 d p <q. An induction on p shows that: 
- bi,j,k(Sph ri,j,k(sp+l )I x o g, for any g E dj,k - according to Axiom (I?@2); and 
- [Ti,j,k(SphTi,j,k(Sp+l )I - [Oi,j(sp Vxih~i,j(sp+l Vxi)] - according to Axiom (Edet) 
since &[zi,j,k(sp), Zi,j,k(Sp+l >I x )=J([ai,j(sp Vxi)~ai,j(sp+l Vxi>l x. 
Especially, Ti,j,k(_h,j)= [ri,j,k(sq’-1 >, Ti,j,k(xq’ )I x = [ai,j(Sq’-l h fli,j(Sq’ )I x =fi,i, and 
zi,j,k(ei,j)=[zi,j,k(Sq-lhTi,j,k(hy)l x = [ai,j(sq_ I), ai,j(sq)] x = ej,i, which contra- 
dicts (1) above. 
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Let i, j, k E I with i <j <k. According to (6), there are events hi,j,k in C’(r,j,k(ei,j))\ 
dYj,k) and Si,j,k E dj,k with l(~(hi,j,k)(li~(gi,j,k)). Choosing such gr,j,k and hi,j,k, let 
ci,j,k = Abi,j,k) and cEj,k =A(hi,j,k)* 
Let us show 
(7) For any i,j,k,lEI with i<j<k<l, c~,~,~#c:,~,,. 
Let i, j, k, 1 E I with 1 <i < j < k. c;,~,, = &hj,k,l) = ~((Zj,k,l)-‘(hj,k,l)) and @j,k,l)-’ 
(hj,k,[) E Yj,k. c,!j,k =&Ji,j,k) and gi,j,k E dj,k. According t0 (A), C~,j,kjl~C~,k,l and SillCC 
by definition +$J~I@$J), c!,j,k zc;,+ 
(7) implies that c’ is a coloring of the simple graph with no loops whose vertices 
are the triples (i, j, k) where (i, j, k) E I and i < j < k, and whose edges correspond to 
pairs {(i, j, k), (j, k, I)}. The latter graph is indeed isomorphic to Arc(Arc( G,)) (refer 
to the definition of Arc( -), Definition A. 1, in appendix). GI being an infinite clique, 
x(G,) is infinite the according to Proposition A.2, x(AK(AK(GI))) is infinite. This 
contradicts the finiteness of ,I. 0 
Lemma 3.27. Given a regular coherent dI-domain with a regular jinite trace labelling 
2 and a label a of A, there is no infinite chain I, with: 
~ a family of distinct compacts (xi)iEt; 
_ a family of isomorphisms (oi,j)ci j) E tz A i + j; 
- families of events (ei,j)(l,j, E12 ,, , ;(j and (fi,j)(i j) E t2 ,, i<j; 
such that: 
- labelled residuals (Txi, A) have the same type and oi,j is the unique isomorphism 
from TXi onto tXj preserving I; 
~ ei,j is an event of txi, A(ei,j) = a, and oi,j(ei,j) = ej,i; 
~ for any i,j in I with i < j, A(fi,j) = a, fi,j < ei,j, fi,jR’ei,j, fi,j E s(xi) and there is 
no f with n(f) = a, fR’ej,r and Pi.,a(f) = Bn,a(fi,j). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of 1, a and I as described above. 
We show that the following situation holds. There is 
~ a label b with blla; 
_ an infinite chain I; 
_ a family of distinct compacts (xi)iEl; 
- a family of isomorphisms (Oi,j)(i,j) E 12 A i + j; 
- f&lies of events (ei,j)(i,i) E p ,, i +j> (fi)iel, (di,j),l,j, E p ,, i<j; 
such that: 
- labelled residuals (Txi, A) have all the same type and Oi,j is the unique isomorphism 
from tXi onto tXj preserving I; 
_ ei,j is an event of txi, I(ci,j) =a, and oi,j(ci,j) = cj,i; 
- for any i E Z, fi E s(xi) and I(fi) = a, 
- for i, j E I with i < j, A(di,j) = b, h - di,joei,j and there is no event d with A(d) = b 
and fj--<doej,i, and 
l either (case 2.1): for any i, j EI with i< j, di,j +!s(xi), 
l or (case 2.2): for any i, j E I with i < j, d,j E s(xi). 
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It is shown that each of the two previous case leads to a contradiction - 
Lemmas 3.28 and 3.30, proving therefore 3.27. 
If x is compact, according to Property 3.20(2) the set s(x)n& is a chain, and 
according to Property 3.20(4), the set P(X) made of the f in s(x)n 2, such that 
there is e of TX with f w ‘e is a clique whose cardinality is at most cu(w~,,) - 1. 
Therefore there is some chain I as above such that the set P(x;) have the same car- 
dinality, namely k. Then for any i EZ, P(x;) is necessarily non-empty. Now, con- 
sider enumerations (J;,i)i <j<k of sets P(x;). Since Pi,0 is finite such a set I may 
be chosen such a way that for any i and i’ in I and any je { l,...,k}, /?j&,a(J,j)= 
B&aG,j>. 
Applying Corollary A.6, one deduces the existence of a chain I as above and such 
that there is some IE{l,...,k} with for any i, j6I with i<j, J;:,j=J;,;. So let fi 
denote h,; for any i. 
For any i, j E I with i < j, there is then some event d;,j satisfying J; + d;,j o e;,j, 
though there is no d satisfying fj * d o ej,;. Applying Ramsey’s theorem again, one 
deduces the existence of a label b with bl(. ,~a, of a family of compacts (X;);El as 
described above satisfying moreover I(d;,j) = b for any i, j E I with i < j and, 
l either (case 2.1): for any i, j E I with i < j, d;,j #s(x;), 
l or (case 2.2): for any i, j E Z with ic j, d,i E s(x;). 0 
Lemma 3.28. Given a regular coherent dI-domain with a $nite regular trace labelling 
1 and labels a and b with allAb, there is no injinite chain I, with 
_ a family of distinct compacts (x;);E,; 
~ a family of isomorphisms (a;,j)(; j) E Iz AI f,i; 
- fatnib of events (e;,j)(;,j) E ;z , ;+)3 (.fi>;~s, (d;,j)(;,j, Ep ,;<,; 
such that: 
- labelled residuals (TX;, A) have the same type and a;,j is the unique isomorphism 
from TX; onto TXj preserving 2; 
_ e;,i is an event of TX;, A(e;,j) =a, and a;,j(e;,j) = ej,;; 
-for any igI, J;.Es(x;) and L(fi)=a; 
- for any i, j E I with i < j, %(d;,,) = b, f; --< d,,j o e,,j, and there is no event d with 
A(d) = b and fj -_( d o ej,,, and for any i, j E Z with i < j, d;,j #s(x;). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of 3. and I as described above. Let G; 
denote the simple graph with no loops of the order of I. For any ij with i<j, let 
S;,, = (9 E.Y(x;) 1 {g,d;,j} $ Con}. The 6;,j are upper closed sets, the sets s(x;)\&~ are 
therefore configurations, so let y;,j denote the compact of the domain with s(y;,j) =s(x;) 
\S;,j. It satisfies y;,,; <xi. Since 1, is regular, applying Ramsey’s theorem, one deduces 
the existence of an infinite subchain I’ of I such that if i, j E I’ with i< j, residuals 
(ly;,j, n) have the same type. Furthermore, I denotes such an I’ and for any i, j, k E I 
with i< j<k, T;,j,k denotes the unique isomorphism from ly;,j onto Tyj,k. Applying 
again Ramsey’s theorem, one mays consider that I satisfies moreover for any i, j, k E I 
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Fig. 10. Set of events Y,,~ 
with i<j<k: 
l either (case 2.1.1): ri,j,k(ei,j) = ej,,; 
0 or (case 2.1.2): Ti,j,k(ei,j)#ej,i. 
Furthermore, it is proved that each of the two cases above cannot occur. 
First we suppose that case (2.1.2) holds and shows this leads to a contradiction (see 
(6) below). 
For any i, j EI with i < j, let yi,j = C’(ei,j)\s(xi) (see Fig. 10). Let US show the 
following points. For any i, j E I with i < j: 
(1) di,jnC’(e,j)=0; 
(2) Yi,j = C’(G,j)\4_!4,j); 
c3) %,J X 6i,j C 0; 
(4) 4Yi,j) x A(di,j) C /Ii.. 
Proof. (1) Let i, j E I with i< j, and h E 6i.j. h 6 ei,j since {di?j,h} +Z Con and 
{dt,j,Q,j) E Con. 
(2) Simple consequence of (1). 
(3) Let i, j E I with i <j. If h E Si,j and 9 E yi,j, 9 $ h since 9 es(xi), and h fg 
since according to (l), h $ C’(ci,j). gfih since they belong both to the configuration 
s(xi) U C’(ei,j) = s(xi Vx’(ei,j)). Therefore, according to Remark 2.24 g o h. 
(4) Immediate consequence of (3). 
Let us show 
(5) If i, j, k EZ and i<j<k, there is an event hi,j,k in C’(zi,j,k(ei,j))\S(yj,k) and an 
event gi,j,k in aj,k such that ‘(n(hi,j,k)li~n(g,j,k)). 
Consider i, j, k E I with i < j <k. There is some covering chain (sP), ~ p~4 from yi,j 
to yi,j Vx’(ei,j) with [s~-~,s~] E ci,j, i.e. ~~-1 = yi,j Vx(ei,j) (see Fig. 11 describing 
the domain Tyi,j). According to (2), the set of events { [s,,s,+i] - 11 d p <q} is yl,j 
and according to (3), (~,Vxi),~~~~ is a covering chain from Xi to Xi Vx’(ei,j) with 
[%J9 Sp+ll - bp v i7 p+ x s 1 ‘/Xi] if 1 < p <q. Especially, ci,j = [sq_i VXi,Sq VXi] - , i.e. 
Sq-_l VXi =Xi VX(ei,j). 
CT,,/ being an isomorphism from Txi onto Txj with oi,j(ci,j) = ej,i, according to 
Lemma 2.33(i), ai,j(xi Vx(ei,j))=xj Vx(ej,i), Oi,j(xi Vx’(ei,j)) =xJ Vx’(ej,i) and (af,j(sp 
vXj))l$p<fj is a covering chain from Xj to Xj Vx’(ej,i) with [Cri,j(Sq_i VX~), ai,j(sq Vxi)] 
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xi V Z(ei,j) 
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ei,j 
Yi,j V Z(ei,j) 
> 
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Ii V Z'(ei,j) 
Yi,J V “‘(ei,j) 
(sP)l<p<q - - 
Fig. 1 I. Domain Tyi,,. 
(Oi,j(Sp V zi))l<p<q 
“j ; zi”z’(ejvi) 
Yj.k V s(Ti.j,k(ei.j)) 
Yj.k * Yj,k V z’(ri,j,k(ei.j)) 
Fig. 12. Domain fy,,k. 
l ej,i. One should refer to Fig. 12 describing the domain rYj,k. Since Ti,j,k is an iso- 
morphism from fYi,j onto TYj,k, then (ri,j,k(SP))tGpQ4 is a Covering chain from yj,k 
t0 yj,k V zi,j,k(x’(ei,j)) and Ti,j,k(yi,j vdei,j)) = yj,k Vx(zi,j,k(ei,j)). 
Suppose now that the assertion (5) does not hold. Then n(g) (11 /@i,j,k([sp, 
s,+l]- )) for any g E dj,k and any p with 1 dp<q. An induction shows that for 
any p with l<p<q: 
- [Ti,j,k(Sp), Ti,j,k(Sp+l)l x o g, for any g E dj,k - according to Axiom (Etr2); and 
- [Ti,j,k(Sp),Ti,j,k(Sp+l)l >--< [ai,j(SpVXi),~~,j(Sp+l Vxi)] - according to Axiom (Edet) 
since n([zi,j,k(Sp),Zi,j,k(Sp+l)] x )= A([oi,j(sp VXi), @i,j(sp+l v&)1x. 
Especially, zi,j,k(ei,j) = [zi,j,k(Sq-1 ), zi,j,k(Sq)l x = [Oi,j(Sq-1 ), ci,j(Sq)I x = ej,i, which 
is a contradiction. 
Let i, j, k in I with i <j < k. According to (5), there are events hi,j,k in C’(z,j,k(ei,j))\ 
S(yj,k) and gi,j,k in 6j.k such that 7(l(hi,j,k)IllA(gi,j,k)). Choosing such gi,j,k and hi,j,k, 
let C:,j,k=A(gi,j,k) and Ctj,k =n(h,j,k). 
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Let us show 
(6) For any i,j,k,lEI with i<j<k<l, c&#c~,~,[. 
Let i,j,k,lEI with l<i<j<k. c;,~,, = Jb(hj,k,i) = ~((zj,k,l)-‘(hj,~,l)) and (zj,k,[ )-’ 
(hj,k,[) E Ilj,/c. Cj,j,k =A(gi,j,k) and gi,j,k E dj,k. According to (4), c~,j,kll~c&. and by 
definition ~(cJ!,~,, I( AC&,), therefore c:, j,k # c:,~,[. 
(6) implies that c’ is a coloring of the simple graph with no loops whose ver- 
tices are the triples (i, j, k) where (i, j, k) E I and i< j< k and whose edges 
correspond to pairs {(i, j, k), (j, k, I)}. The latter graph is indeed isomorphic to 
Arc(Arc(G1)). GI being an infinite clique, I is infinite and according to Propo- 
sition A.2, ~(Arc(Arc(G,))) is infinite. This contradicts the finiteness of 1,. 
Now, suppose that case (2.1 .l ) holds. We show that this leads also to a contra- 
diction. Consider the graph Arc(G,), its vertices are the couples (i, j) with i < j and 
(u, u) E Arc(G,) if and only if u = (i, j) and u = (j, k). Let 5’ denote the set of ver- 
tices of Arc(G,). One defines family of compacts (Xu)uEs, family of isomorphisms 
(&&,u) E Arc(G,) U (Arc(G,))- 1 and families of events (&,1z)(u,,) E Arc(G,) U (Arc(GI))-l, <fuf,,,>, 
(&,,)(,,) E Arc(G,) in this way: 
if u = (i, j), 
- Xu = .Yi,jy 
- f,=.fL 
if u = (i, j) and u = (j, k), 
- 0u.u = Ti,j,k, 
-1 
- fJV$ =z. 
uk 
- eu,v = ei, j, 
- ev,u = ej,i, 
- d,, = di,j. 
One checks the following points. 
If (u, v) Marc U(Arc(G,))-‘, then 
(1) ~U,V is the unique isomorphism preserving 2 from TX, onto TX” and 
(2) 2%” is an event of T&,, A(&“) =a, and ~U,V(&v)=~v,U. 
(3) For any vertex u of Arc(G[), f, ES(&) and l(f,) = a, 
(4) If (u, 0) E Arc(G1), A(&,,) = b, f, 4 &,,oe,,m and there is no event d with A(d) = b 
and f u -d o J?,,, 
(5) For any (u,u) in Arc(G1), d,, is an event of TXU. 
Only points (3) and (5) require explanations. 
(3) If u = (i, j), f, = fi and fi @ 6i,j because h --< di,j. Then fi E S(yi,j) =s(X,,). 
(5) If ~=(i, j), d, =di,j, X, =yi,j and di,j is an event of lyi,j since {di,j,s(yi,j)} 
E Con and di,j @s(xi) 2 s(yi,j). 
Since G, is an infinite clique x(GI) is infinite and according to Proposition A.2 (in 
Appendix A), x(Arc(G~)) is infinite. The contradiction which we look for is then given 
by Lemma 3.29. 0 
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Lemma 3.29. If 2 is u regular trace finite labelling of a regular d&domain and a and 
b are such that allAb then there is no graph G simple and with no loops with in&rite 
chromatic number and with, S denoting the set of its vertices: 
_ a family of distinct compacts (xi)iEs; 
_ a family of isomorphisms (oi,j)(i,,tJ E oU o_, ; 
- families of events (ei,i)(i,iI E o u o-, , (fi)ics, (di,iJi iI E a; such that: 
_ residuals (Txi, A) have all the same type and oi,j ‘is the unique isomorphism from 
TXi onto TXj preserving 1; 
_ ei,j is an event of txi, A(ei,j) =a, and ai,j(ei,j)=ej,i, 
- for any i in S, J; E s(xi) and A(fi) = a, 
- for any (i, j) E G, A(di,j) = b, fi 4 di,j o ei,j, and there is no event d with A(d) = b 
and fj --< d o ej,i, and for any (i, j) E G, di,j is an event of TX,. 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of a labelling 1* and of a graph G 
as described above. We show that this situation leads to some contradiction (see 
(8) below). For any vertex i in G, s(xi)\rf; is a configuration, so let yi denote 
the compact with s(yi)=s(xi)\TJ;:. C onsider the partition of the set of vertices of 
G whose classes are the subsets of vertices i with labelled residuals (tyi, n) of a 
given type. /1 being regular, this partition is finite and necessarily one among the 
induced subgraph on the previous classes has an infinite chromatic number. Further- 
more, let G denote such a graph. Then for any pair {i, j} of vertices of G, (tyi, jb) 
and (]yj, A) have the same type, so let ri,,i stand for the isomorphism preserving /z 
from Tyi onto tyj. Let also 3 be the set of non terminal vertices of G. Accord- 
ing to Remark A.4, 6, the induced subgraph of G on 3 has an infinite chromatic 
number. 
If i a vertex of G, because A E s(xi), s(xi)\th > C(h). Then there is some compact 
namely y! with yi + yi and [yi,yl] - =J;:, it satisfies y: <Xi. If (i,j) E G, since 
A(a,j(fi)) = Jti(fi) = A(fj) and according to (Edet), Zi,j(f;.)= fj and ri,j(y;)=y;. Given 
(i, j) E G, di,j is an event of txi and SO let dj,i = q,j(di,j), which is an event of ]xj. 
Let us show a few points. 
(1) If (&j) E G, ri,j(di,j) # dj,i. 
Oi,j is an isomorphism from TX1 onto Txj, oi,j(di,j) =dj,i and gi,j(ei,j) =ej,i then 
according to Lemma 2.33(iii), dj,, oej,i. Since r;,j is defined on tyi, dr,j is an event 
of tYi> fi --< di,j and, fi = ri,j(f;), according to Lemma 2.33(ii) fi 4 zi,j(di,j). Since 
dj,i oej,i and A(dj,i) = b, according to the assumptions dj,i # Ti,j(dt,j). 
(2) If (U) E G, (s(Xi) n Tfi) X (C(di,j)\s(xi)) c 0. 
Let (i, j) E G, g E s(xi) n tfi and h E C(di,j)\s(xi). Then (9, h} C s(x~) U C(di,j) = 
s(x, V x(d,,j) therefore g fi h. g 8 h since h 4 s(x~), h 9 g since g Z fi and J; is maximal 
in C(di,j). Therefore 90 h. 
(3) If (i,j)EG, g>fi and gEs(xi) then gOdi,j. 
Suppose (i, j) E G, g >fi and g E S(xi). Then g fi di,j since di,j is an event of txi, 
di,j 6 g since di,j $ S(xi) and, g yC di,j since f;: +z d ,,,. 
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Fig. 13. Sets of events y:,:, :;$ i and 7; i. 
For any (i,j) E G, let: 
?$,i = tC(~j,i)\s(qH\rfi, 
Y_$ = (C(~‘,i~\~(~J) n ?f; and 
r~,i=C(dj,i)ns(xj)ntrfi\(.~},’ 
(see Fig. 13). 
Let Vj,i=Y~V(xjAX(d,,i)). Then Z~,j=x~/\(y:Vx(dj,i))~~j and 
= s(yj) u ]J,j, i‘ 
Note also that y.;,; U $ = C(dj,i)\S(Xj). 
Let us show the following points. If (i, j) E G then 
(4) If gEyj,i, h<g and h@& then hEs(yj); 
c5) Yj,i ’ ({fj> u $,j) Co; 
(6) t~(~~)\~(~~.i)} x ($,i U#,i> C *- 
Proof. (4) Let g E yj+ and h <g. h f C(aj,i) and h 3 .fi, then h E C(dij)\Tf,. If h +Z $
then h E (C(di,i)\ffj) ns(xj) i.e. h f s(vj)- 
(5) Let g E y),, and h E &U {fi}. According to (4), h y! g and since g $ fi, g 9 h. 
g, h E S(Xj V X(di,i)), then g $ la. Therefore 90 h. 
(6) Since Xi $X(d',i), (S(J+)\C(dj,i)) X (C(dj,i)\S(Xj)) c O. Vj,i >Xj AX(dj,i), then 
s(xi)\S(oj,i) C S(Xi)\C(di,i) and (S(Xi)\S(z)j,i)) X (Yj,i U $,i> C 0. 
Let us show 
(7) If (i,j) E C? then there are some events gj,i in $ and h,j,i in y$ with T(gj.illihj,i). 
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(b ” “j)l<,<,t 5j V %(dj,i) - - 
> 
5j A 
1 A 
7j.i 2 
-a ;1 zj V Z'(dj.2) 
7j.i 
vj.i * uj.i V "'(dj,i) 
3 
7j.i 
Y'j 
f j 
Yj 
Y’j V x(Ti.j(&,j)) Y'j V +‘b;,j(di,j)) 
Fig. 14. Domain TYj. 
Let (i,j) E C?. According to (4) and (5) s(yj) U y:,, is a configuration. So let w~,~ de- 
note the compact with s(wj,i) =s(J$) U Y;,~. It satisfies Wi,i <yj VX(dj,i) (see Fig. 14). 
Therefore there is some covering chain (.sp)iGpQq from yj to Wj,i, and for such 
a chain bp,sp+ll_ E $, if 1 <p<q. According to (5), (sp V Uj,i)l<p<q is a COV- 
ering chain from Uj,i to Uj,i VW~J and [sp Vuj,i,~p+l V Vj,i] w [s~,s~+~] if 1 <p<q. 
Since Vj,i V Wj,i d Vj,i VX(dj,i) = Y: V x(dj,i), this chain may be continued into a cover- 
ing chain (tp)i 4PGqt from Vj,i to y!Vx(dj,i), i.e. q’>g and tp=spVt.j,i if 1 <p<q. 
Then [tp,tp+l] x E l)j,i if qdp<q’. Now since Xj Ax(dj,i)<Uj,i<xj, C(dj,i)\s(xj)= 
C(dj,i)\s(vj,i) and according to (6), (tp VXj)lgp<qt is a covering chain from xj to 
xj Vx(d,,i) and [tp Vxj,tp+l VXj] - [tp,tp+l] if 1 <p<q’. 
Because Oj,i is an isomorphism from TXj onto txi and Oj,i(dj,i) =di,j,(oj,i(tp V 
Xj))lgp<gf is a covering chain from xi to Oi,j(xjVx(dj,i)) which is xi Vx(di,j) ac- 
cording Lemma 2.33(i) (see Fig. 1.5). The set of events of the form [(aj,i(tp VXj)), 
(Oj,Atp+l vxj))l X with 1 ip<q’ is then C(di,j)\s(xi) which is also C(di,j)\s(yj) 
according to (3). Therefore there is some covering chain (up)igPGq~ from yi to 
yiVx(di,j) with ~pVXi=~j,i(tpVXj) if 1 <p<q’, and [~,Vxi,~p+i VXi] N [Oj,i(tpV 
Xj),~j,i(tp+l VXj)] if 1 <p<q’. 
Since ri,j is an isomorphism from Tyi onto Tyj and ri,j(‘i)= yj, (Zi,j(up)) is 
a covering chain from J$ to Y$ VX(ri,j(di,j)). Since A([ri,j(up), Ti,j(Up+l)] _ ) = 
~([s,,s,+I] _ ) if 1 d p <q, an induction shows, according to Axiom (Edet), that 
Zi,j(Up)‘Sp if 1 <pdq. 
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2i (aj,i(b v zj))~<p<q~ 5; V Z(di,j) 
A 
-- 
1 
- 
5; V Z’(di,j) 
Y’; V s'(&,j) 
fc 
Yi 
Fig. 15. Domain Iri. 
Let us show (7) by contradiction. Suppose A($,) x n(y&)c I[;.. Since if q<p<q’, 
~([Zi,j(“p)rZi,j(Up+l)l x )=&[tp9$+11 X ). an induction shows that if q d p <q’: 
- [Zi,j(up), Zi,j(Up+l)] - o g for any g E & - according to Axiom (Etr2); 
and 
- Izi,j(uph ti,JCUp+l )I z--z [tp, $+I]* 
Since j E S, there is some k with (j, k) E G. For any g in y;,;, since g>fj and 
g E s(Xj) according to (3), gOdj,k and n(g)lll6. According to (Etr2), Ti,j(di,j)Og if 
g E $, ;, and finally Ti,j(di,i) = dj,i. This contradicts (1). 
Let (i, j) E G. According to (7), there are events gj,i and hj,i with gj,i E &, hj,i f $i 
and -(n(gj,i)lli.n(hj,,)). Choosing such gj,i and hj,+ let c’(i,j)=A(gj,i) and c2(i,j)= 
%hj, i ). 
Let us show: 
(8) If (i,j),(j,k)E G, c’(%j)#c’(j,k). 
Let (i,j),(j, k) E G. ok.j(hk,j) E C(d~,~)\s(~~), gj i E y~,i c s(x~) n rfj and according 
to 2) qJ,h~)o gj,i, then c~,j//j.c~,~. By definition, -(c;,~ /\lc&), therefore ctj # c;,~. 
(8) shows that c’ is a coloring of Arc(G). x(G) being infinite, x(G) is infinite 
according to Remark A.4 and X(&C(G)) is infinite according to Proposition A.2. This 
contradicts the finiteness of A. 0 
Lemma 3.30. If A is a jinite regular trace iabe~l~ng of a regular dI-dorna~~ and a 
and b are labels with allAb then there is no in$nite chain I with 
_ a family of distinct compacts (xi)i,l; 
- a family of isomorphisms (q,j)(i,j)Er2,,i+j; 
- families of events (ei,j)~<,j~~r2r\i<j~ tf;)iEs and (di,j)(i,j)E,zl\i<j; 
such that: 
- residuals (Ix:, 1) have all the same type and oi,j is the unique ~somorph~sm from 
TXi onto TXj preserving 1; 
- ei,j is an event of txi, A(e,*j) =a, and ai,j(ei,j)=ej,i; 
-for any i in I, hf;:s(xi) and ,?(&)=a: 
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for any i < j, A(d;,j) = b, f; + d;,j o e;,j and there is no event d with /l(d) = b and 
fi -x do ej,;, and for any i, j E f &th i <j, d;,j E s(x;). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of /1 and I as described above. We 
show that this situation leads to a contradiction (see (9) below). 
Let us show 
(1) If i,j,kEI, i<j and j<k, then d;,l=d;,k. 
Let i, j,k in I with i< j and i< k. J;: ---< d;,j and f;: + d;,k, then d;.j f d;,k and 
d;,j # d;,k, (d;,j, d;,k) cf- 0 since A(d;,i) = b = A(d;,k) and d;,j 7 d;,,+ since d;,j, d;,k E s(x;). 
Necessarily d;,j = d;,k. 
Let 1 be the subchain of I made of the non-maximal elements. According to (1 ), for 
any i E f, we let d; = d;>i where j E I and j > i. If i E 1 then S(X;)\td; is a configuration, 
so let yj be the compact with s(yj) =.s(x;)\td;. Consider the partition of ? whose 
classes are the subsets of elements i with (7 y;, rZ) of a given type. A being regular this 
partition is finite and at least one of its classes is infinite. Furthermore 1 will denote 
such a class. Then for any i E f there is j E I with j> i. For any i, j E f, (ty;, A) and 
(tyj, A) have the same type, SO let Z;,i stand for the isomorphism preserving A from 
ly; onto T_Yj. 
If i E 1 then since d; E A+;), s(x;)\rd; > C(d;), there is a compact yi with y; + y: 
and [y;, yf] Ed;, it satisfies yi <xi. If i, j E f and i <j then since A(z;,Jd;)) = A(d;) = 
A(dj), according to Axiom (Edet), Z;,j(d;) = dj and Z;,j(yi) = J$. 
Let us show 
(2) If i,j EJ and i<j then z;,j(e;,j)#ej,;. 
Since z;,j is an isomo~hism from 7~; onto fyi, and d;, e;,j are events of TV; and 
dioei,j, according to Lemma 2.33(iii) Z;,j(d;) o Ti,j(e;,j). But z;,j(d;) = dj and since 
fj --< dj and A(dj) = b, according to the assumptions, (dj,ej,;) @ O. Therefore ej,; # 
%,j(ei,, 1, 
If i, j E I and i < j then 
(3) dj<ej,; ifjfj 
and 
(4) (td; US) x (C’(e;,j)\dX;)) C. 0. 
Proof. (3) Let i,jEf with i<j. (dj,ej,;}Gs(~;)UC’(ej,;) then djfiej,;. Since ej,;$ 
s(xj) dj 8 ej,;. Then necessarely dj <ej,;, since (di,ej.;) $ O. 
(4) Let i, j E 1 with i < j, g E rd; I? s(q) and h E C’(e;,j)\s(x;>. Then (g, h) Cc s(x;) U 
C’(e;,j) therefore g fi h. g f h since g 2 d; o e;,j. h yf g since h cf X(X;). Necessarily go h. 
If i, j E 1 and i <j, let 
Y:,; = tC(ep)\s(xj))\t& 
$,i =;(C(e~,i>'dxj>)n fdj, 
$,i =C(ej,i)ns(xj)n(tdj\{dj}). 
(see Fig. 16). 
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Fig. 16. Sets of events &, y,$ and y&, 
Let also Uj,; =J$ V (Xi /lX(ej,;)). Then vj,; =Xj A <yJ Vx(ej,;))<Xj and 
=s(Y~)U(s(xjAxjej,i))\f(Y:-)), 
=s(_vpJ$$ 
Note that y:,; U $; = C(ej,;)\s(Xi). 
Let us show the following points. If i, j E f and i cj then 
(5) If gEyj,;, h$yj,j and h<g then his; 
(6) yj,; X ({Q$}‘Jyj,;)CO; 
(7) W~)\~(q,;)) x ($j u $,;I c 0. 
proof- (5) Let g E yj,; and h <g. h E C(ej,;) and h 3 dj. h E C(ej,;)\Td’. If h 4 yj,, then 
h E (C(e~,;)\~~~)n~(~~) i.e. h Es(yj). 
(6) Let g E r:,; and h E (dj} U $;. According to (5) h# g, Since g 6 s(xi), g 6 h. 
Since g, h E S(Xj) U C(ej,;), g fi h. Therefore go h. 
(7) Since xj tX(ej,;),(S(xj)\c(e~,;) X (C(ej,;)\S(Xj)) c 0. Vi,{ &Xj Ax(ej,i) then S(X;)\ 
S(uj,;> C sfx;)\C(q,;) and (~(~;)\~(~j,;)) x (yj,; U &) C 0. 
Let us show 
(8) If (i,j) of then there are an gj,; in $; and an event hj,i of yj,; with ~(gj,;llj,hj,;). 
Consider i, j E j with i <j. According to (5) and (6), s(y$) u & is a configuration. 
SO let Wj,; be the compact with ~(wi,;)=~(yi)U yi,;. It satisfies wj,; <yJ Vx(ej,;) (see 
Fig. 17). Therefore there is some covering chain (s~)~ sPG4 from J$ to wi,;, and for such 
a chain kp, sp+ I lx E yj,i if 1 < p<q. According to (6), (sP V uj,i)lGpQq is a covering 
chain from Uj,; to Vi,; V Wj,; and [+ V Vj,;, ++I v Vj,; J - [spt +,+I] if 10 p < q. Since 
Vi,; V Wj,; G Vj,i Vx(ej,;) = J$ Vx(ej,;), the latter chain may be continued into a cover- 
ing chain ($,)I GpGq~ from Vj,; to $VX(~~,;), i.e. q’>q and tp=spVvj,; if l<p<q. 
Then [tP, $+I I - E I$, i if q < p <q’. NOW since xj ~x(ej,;)<vj,; <xj,C(e.i,;)\ 
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(G ” 5i)l<p<.’ 2j V Z(ej,i) 
Wj,i f 
(7i.j(up))l<p<qf 
Ti,j(ei,j) 1 - 
Y’j V Z(si,j(e;,j)) 
Zj V Z’(ej,i) 
Vj,i V Z'(ej,i) 
Y'j ” 2'(Ti,j(ei,j)) 
Yj 
Fig. 17. Domain Tyi. 
S(Xj) = C(ej,i)\s(Ui,i) and according to (7), (tp Vxj)~ <pg4r is a covering chain from Xj 
to Xj Vx(ej,j) and [tpVxj,Ip+l Vxj] z--c [tp,tp+l] if I <p<q’. 
Because q,i is an isomo~hism from IXj onto Txi and q,i(ei,i) =ei,j,(q,j,i($ V 
xj))i<p<q, is a covering chain from Xi onto Gi,i(Xj Vx(ej,i)) which is ni Vx(e~) accord- 
ing to Lemma 2.33(i) (see Fig. 18). The set of events of the form [(q,Jtp Vxj)),(oj,i 
($I+1 VXj))l x where 1 Gp<q’ is therefore C(ei,j)\S(Xi) which is also C(e,j)\s(v,‘) 
according to (4). Then there is a covering chain (up), spGq~ from JJ~ to vl VX(~~,~) with 
~pVxi=~~j,~(fpVx~) if I <;‘Pq’, and [~pVxi,~p+l VX~] >-( [5j,i(t,Vxj),qi,i(tp+] VX~)] 
if Idpcq. 
Because ri,j is an isomorphism from tui onto 7yj and r;,j($) = J$ (ri,j(up)) 
is a covering chain from J$ to J$ Vx(zi,j(ei,j)). Since n([Zi,j(Up),Zi,j(Up+l)] _ )= 
W?++ll x ) P our 1 < p <q, an induction shows, according to Axiom (Edet), that 
Ti,j(Up)='Sp if I<p<q. 
Let us prove (8) by con~adiction. Suppose ,I(&) x a(&)G 111. Since if q<p<q’ 
then &fzi,jCUph zi,)Iup+l )I _ ) = A([$, $+I I_ ), an induction shows that if q < p d 4': 
- [zi,j(up)v zi,j(“p+l )I t-c: og for any g E $ (according to Axiom (Etr2)) and, 
- [zi,j(up)3 zi,j(up+l )I >--<: Ltp, tp+ll. 
Since j E j, there is some k in 1 with j < k. For any g in $, g > fi and g E s(Xj) and 
according to (4), go ej,k therefore n(g)]ila. According to Axiom (ED-~), qJei,j) og if 
g E Y;,~, and finally ri,Jei,j) = ej,i which contradicts (2) above. 
Let i, j ET with i<j. According to (8), there are events gj,i and hj,i with gj,i E &, 
hi,; E yj,i and l(n(gi,j)Il,n(hj,i)). Choosing such gj,i and hj,i, let c’(i, j) =I: n(gj,i) and 
c2(i, j) =L: A(hj,i). 
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li 
4- 
Y’; ‘- 
(flj,i(b V Z:))I.+<~~ I; v. -- 
Y’i V Z'(ei,j) - . ., 
di 
Yi 
I’; V Z(ei,j) {ei,j} 
Fig. 18. Domain Tyi. 
Let us show 
(9) If i,j,k~l and i<j<k then c’(i,j)#c’(j,k). 
Let i,j, k E I with i < j <k. Qk,j(hk,j) E C(ej,k)\s(xj), gj,i E y~,i. According to (4) 
~~j(~~,~) 0 gj,i then c!,jllc&. By definition --(~~,,j~~c~,~), therefore c;,~ # c&. 
(9) shows that c1 is a coloring of Arc(Gf) where Gf is the graph of the order 
on f. Gj being an infinite clique, x(Gj) is infinite and according to Proposition A.2, 
X(Arc(Gj)) is infinite. This contradicts the finiteness of 1. Cl 
We prove now Lemma 3.18 which we recall: 
Giuen a regular coherent d&domain with a finite regular trace labelling 2, I’ is 
regular. 
Proof of Lemma 3.18. According to Property 3.10(Z) and Lemma 3.11, I’ is regular 
if and only if for any labels u, b with alllb, the labelling (&;ia,b) is regular. So let us 
prove 
Lemma 3.31. Given a regular coherent d&domain with aJinite regular trace 
2, for any labels a, b with a // b, (l,l++,) is regular. 
labelling 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that there are some labels a and b with aljAb and 
(2, &b) is not regular. Then we show that the following situation holds. There is 
an infinite chain I; 
a family of distinct compacts (xi)iE~; 
a family of isomo~hisms (R,j )fcijE12ni+j; 
families of events (ei,j)Cj,ijE,z,,ii+j and (A)iEI; such that: 
labelled residuals (Txi, A) have all the same type and q,j is the unique isomorphism 
from TXi onto tXj preserving 2; 
ej,j is an event of TX;, A(e;,j) = a, and oi,j(ei,j) = ej,i; 
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- for any i in Z, fi Es(xj), n(h)=& 
- for any i, j E Z with i < j, fi A ei,j and there is no event f with A(f) = b and 
f 4 ej,i, and 
l either (case 1): for any i,j EZ with i< j, fj $! C(ej,i), 
l or (case 2): for any i, j E Z with i< j, fj E C(ej,i). 
Since 1 is regular and (1, &b) is not, there is an infinite set S of compacts such that 
labelled residuals (TX, 2),x ranging over S have the same type though for any distinct 
x and Y in S, (P,(&k,b)) and (tu,@,&)) h ave distinct types. For distinct x and 
y in S, let oX,Y be the unique isomorphism from TX onto l‘v preserving 2. Such and 
isomorphism does not preserve (2, ;L,,b), i.e. if x and y are distinct, there is an event 
e of tx with &,(e)# &b(Ux,y(e)). For such an e, &e)=a and, 
- either there is some f E & with f 4 e and there is no f E &, with f A a,,,(e), 
- or there is no f E &, with f 4 e and there is f E & with f --< ox,Y(e). 
Applying Ramsey’s theorem, one deduces the existence of an infinite chain Z and of 
a family (Xi)iE, of pairwise distinct compacts of S such that if i, j E Z and i < j there 
are events ei,j and J;:,j with ei,j E Txi n(ei,j) = U, n(f;:,j) = b, h,j + ei,j and such that 
there is no f with n(f) = b and f + a,,, (e). For shortness, if i<j, let Qi,j and ei,i 
denote, respectively, CJ,~, and R,j(ei,j). 
If i< j, h,j E s(xi) (otherwise h,j would be an event of Txi and oi,j( f;:,j)- 
ai,j(ei,j) = ej,;). Consider now i, j, k E I, with i < j, i < k and f;:,j # _&. Then, J,j rh,k, 
because fi,j and f;.,k belong both to S(Xi). Suppose h,j < fi,k. Then, fi,k # ei,j since 
h,j ~ei,j, ei,j @s(Xi) hlpliCS ei,j #f;:,k, and fi,k $ei,j SiIlCC fi,k E.Y(Xi) and ei,j k an 
event of TXi. Therefore fi,k Oei,j and fi,j WA fi,k. 
According to Lemma 3.22 w(wA) is finite. Therefore for any i EZ, the set Fi={h,j 1 
j l Z,j>i} which is a clique for wb, ’ has cardinality lower or equal to w(wA). Let 
Si,l,...,Si,[,... be respective enumerations of the Fi’s, i ranging over I. One defines a 
partition (Qr)lGrG,(w;) on pairs in Z in the following way: {i, j} E Q, if and only if 
i <j + fi,j = gi, 1. Applying again Ramsey’s theorem one deduces that there are some 
particular 1 and an infinite subset Z’ of Z with i, j E I’ + {i,j} E Ql. Furthermore, Z will 
denote such an I’. Then I satisfies moreover: for any i, j, k E Z with i < j and i <k, 
fi,j = J;:,k. If i is not the greatest element of Z then let fi denote the unique f E & 
such that for any j> i, f + ei,j. Considering the subchain of Z made of non-maximal 
elements (in order that fi is defined for any i of this subchain) and applying again 
Ramsey’s theorem, one shows there is some chain Z as described above satisfying 
moreover 
l either (case 1): for any i, j E Z with i < j, fj $! C(ej,i), 
l or (case 2): for any i, j EZ with i <j, fj E C(ej,i). 
We prove in Lemmas 3.32 and 3.33 that these two cases above cannot occur. 0 
Lemma 3.32. Zf il is a jinite regular truce lubelling of a regular dI-domain and a 
and b are labels with u)llb then there is no in$nite chain Z with: 
~ u family of distinct compacts (xi)ic,; 
_ u family of isomorphisms (ai,j)f(i,j)El2li+jj; 
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- families Of efxnts (ei,i)((i,j)E12,i~jj)’ (fi>irzz; 
such that: 
- labelled residuals (Txi, A) have all the same type and 0i.j is the unique isomorphism 
from Txi onto TXj preserving 1; 
_ ei,j is un event of Txi, I(ei,j)=~, and oi,j(ei,j) =ei,i; 
-for any i in I, fiEs(xi), A(fi)=b; 
- for any i, j E I with i< j, fi +ei,j and there is no event f with A(f) = b and 
f hehi, andfor any i,jEI with i<j, fj#C(ej,i). 
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the existence of I, a, b and I as described above. 
We show this situation leads to a contradiction (see (5) below). For any j E I, let 
Yj=~(x~)n(U~<jC(~j,i)uU~,jC(e~.~)\(fi}). Let us show, 
For any jEZ, 5, YjU{fj} are configurations and fj # Yj. 
For any k with j<k, & is maximal in C(ej,k), therefore C(e,,k)\{fi} is a configura- 
tion and Yj is an union of configurations. By assumption if i < j in I then fj @ C(ej,i) 
and therefore f, 6 Yj. Since fj E C(ej,k) if k > j, Yj U { fj} = s(xj) 0 Ui+jC(cj,i) and 
Yj U { fi} is an union of configurations. Since yj U { fj} C s(Xj), q and Yj U { fi} are 
consistent and then they are configurations. 
If j E I, let yi and yi denote the compacts with s(yj) = 5 and s(y:) = Yj U { fi). If 
i < j, let Yi,j = C(ei,j)\s(Xi) and l/j,i = C(ej,i)\s(xi). Let US show, 
If i < j, then (1) yi,j = C(c,j)\s(yi), 
(2) fi O Yi,j, 
(3) ‘Ji,i = C(ej,i)\Yj. 
(1) is easy to check. 
Proof. (2) Let h E yi,j. J; is maximal in C(ei,j) then fi #h. h @s(xi) then h 6 fi. h 0 fi 
since {h, fi} C s(xi V x(ei,j)). Necessarily h o fi. 
(3) It results from the fact that fj $ C(ej,i). 
Let i, j EI and i<j. According to (1) and (2) Yi U yi,j is a configuration. So let 
Wi,j denote the compact with S(Wi,j) = S(yi) U Yi,j. Note that according to I), s(J$) V 
x(ei,j) = s(&) U Yi,j and since fi 9 Yi,j, Wi,j --i y( V x(ei,j) and [Wi,j + Y( V x(ei,j)] _ 
= fi (the domain Tyi is depicted in Fig. 19). According to (3), s(yj Vx(ej,i))\s(yj) = 
yj,i (the domain Tyj is depicted in Fig. 20). 
We show 
(4) If i, j E I and i < j, T(w,,j, A) and T(yj V x(ej,i), A) have distinct types. 
Note there is no event e with A(e) = a and of the form [Wi,j,z] - : such an e 
would satisfy eo fi according to (Etru2) and e would be ei,j according to (Edet), but 
this is impossible since fi <ei,~. Note also that n(ej,i) = u and ej,i = [ yj V x(ej,i), yi V 
X’(ej,i>l x . 
We show 
(5) If i, j E / and i < j, (Tyi, A) and (tyj, A) have distinct types. 
The latter point contradicts the regularity of 1. 
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zj 
fi’i v Z(ei,j) 
Fig. 19. Domain tyi. 
Tj,i Zj V Z(ej,i) 
Yj V z(ej,il 
Yj . 
ei,j 
--i 
ej,i 
Zi V d(ei,j) 
Y’i v z'(ei,j) 
Sj V Z’(f2j.i) 
T/j V %'(ej.i) 
Fig. 20. Domain tyi. 
Proof. (5) Consider a covering chain (~,)t,,~ from yi to wi,j. According to (1) and 
(2) ($2 v Xi)lSp<q is a covering chain from Xi to Xi V x(ei,j ) and [+,, +,+I) x [s, V 
Xi,~p+l VJC~] for any p with 1 dp<q. 
Since ai,j is an isomorphism from TXi onto TXj sending ei,j onto ej,i, oi,j(xi V 
-4ei,j))=xjVX(ej,i) and (C7i,j(sp Vxi))lGpGq is a covering chain from xj to .Xj vx(ei,j>. 
According to (3), S(yj V ~(e~,~))\~(yi)= yj,i. Therefore there is a covering chain 
(z+,)~<~Q from JJj to _Vj Vx(ej,i) with uP VXj =c~J(s~ VX~) for any p with 1 <pbq. 
Let us prove (5) by contradiction. Suppose there is some isomorphism z preserving 
R from Tyl onto Tyj. An induction shows, according to (Edet) that for any p with 
1 <p<q, T(s~)=z+, and finally r(Wi,j) = yj Vx(ej,~). This contradicts (4). q 
Lemma 3.33. If I_ is a finite regular trace Iabel~~ng of a regular do-domain and a 
and b are labeis with a(lnb then there is no itzjinite chain I with 
- a family of distinct compacts (xi)iel; 
- a family of isomorphisms (ai,j)((i,j)EIZ Ii7cil; 
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- families of events (ei,j)(ciilE12 Iifjl, (fi&l; 
such that: 
_ labelled residuals (Txi, A) have all the same type and Oi,j is the unique isomorphism 
from tXi OntO fXj preserving 3,; 
_ ei,j is an event of txi, l(ei,j)=a, and oi,j(ei,j) =ej,,, 
- for any i in I, fi E s(xi), A( fi) = 6; 
- for any i,j E I with i<j, fi<ei,j and there is IZO event f with A(f) = b und 
f +ej,i, and for any i,j E I with i<j, fj E C(ej,i). 
Proof. By contradiction: Suppose the existence of 1, a, b and I as described above. 
We show this situation leads to a contradiction (see (9) below). 
If j E I, let q = s(xj) n Ui,(C(ej,i)\ rfi), then 
( 1) Yj and Yj U fj are configurations and fj 6 Yj. 
If j EZ, let yj and y,’ be the compacts with yj = Yj and @;) = Yj U {fj}, then 
yj-$ and [yj,y;lEfj. 
Consider the partition of I whose classes are the subsets of i with (Tyi, 3L) of a given 
type. A being regular this partition is finite and at least one of its class is infinite. 
Further on I will denote such a class. Then for any i, j E I, (Tyi, A) and (Tyj, A) have 
the same type, so let 7i.j denote the isomorphism preserving ,X from tyi onto Tyj. 
If i, j E I and i < j then since n(zi,j( fi)) = 1(J) = A( fi), according to Axiom (Edet), 
zi,j( fi) = fj and zi,j(y() = J$. 
Let us show 
(2) If i, j E I and i< j then ri,j(ei,j) # ej,i. 
Since zl,j is an isomorphism from tyi onto Tyj and 5, ei,j are events of Tyi and 
fi + ei,j, according to Lemma 2.33(ii) zi,j( fi) ---< zi,j(ei,j). But Zi,j( fi) = fj and accord- 
ing to the assumptions, fj is not covered by ej,i. Necessarily ri,j(ei,j) # ej,i. 
If i, j E I and i < j then 
(3) (l‘fi nS(Xi)) X (C(ei,j)\S(Xi))G”; 
(4) if g > fi and g E s(xi) then g o ei,j. 
Proof. (3) Let i, j EZ with i < j. g E th ns(xi) and h E C(ei,j)\s(Xi), then (9, h}Q(xi) U 
C(ei,j) and g fi h. Since g 2 fi and fi + ei,j, either g = fi or g # ei,j therefore g # h. h & g 
since h $ s(Xi ). Necessarily h o g. 
(4) Let i, j E I with i < j, g E s(Xi) and g >fi. Since (9, ei,j} & s(Xi Vx’(ei,j)), g Q ei,j. 
Since g > h and fi -_( ei,j, g # ei,j and since ei,j #s(x~), ei,j $ 9. 
If i,j ~1 and i<j, let 
Yi,i = (C(ej,i)\+j))\ tfi, 
Yji = (C(ej,i>\Gj)> n tfj, 
Yji = C(ej,i) nGj> n (tfj\{fj}>. 
(see Fig. 21). 
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Fig. 21. Sets of events yj I, y;, and y,‘, . 1 
Let alSO Vj,i = J$ V (Xj /l X(t?j,i)). Then Vj,i =Xj A (J$ V x(e,,i))<xj and 
S(uj,i)=S(_YJ V (Xj A X(ej,i)), 
=4Yj) u Yii 
Note also Y:,~ U yji = C(ej,i)\s(xj). 
Let US show the following points. If i, j E I and i < j then: 
(5) If gEyj,i, h~y:,i h<g then his; 
(6) $,i x ({fi}‘JYji)CO; 
(7) (s(xj)\s(uj,i)) x (Yj,i"Yji)So. 
Proof. (5) Let 9 El/:.,i and h<g. h E C(ej,i) and h&fj then h E C(ej,i)\ rfi. If h @yi,i 
then h E (C(ej,i)\ rfj) ns(xj) i.e. h E s(yj). 
(6) Let 9 Eyj,i and h E { fi} U y,!i. According to (5), h# g. Since g$s(xj), g 6 h. 
Since 9, h E S(Xj) U C(ej,,), g fi h. Therefore g o h. 
(7) Since Xj rX(ej,i), (S(Xj)\C(ej,i)) X (C(ej,i)\s(xj))cO. Uj,i 3Xj A x(ei,i) therefore 
S(Xi)\S(uj,i)SS(Xi)\C(ej,,) and (S(Xi)\S(rj,i)) X (y:,i U yji)CO. 
Let us show 
(8) If i, j E I, i < j and j is not maximal in I, there are some events gj,i in yji and hj,j 
in y~i with l(gj,i]Jnhj,i). 
Let i, j E 1 with i <j and j non maximal in 1. According to (5) and (6) s(y() u yj, i is 
a configuration. Let Wj,i be the compact with s(wj,i) = s(yi) u Y;,~. It satisfies wj,i <yj v 
x(cj,i) (see Fig. 22). Therefore, there is a covering chain (sP)igPGq from yi to w~,~, 
and for such a chain [s,,s,+~] _ E yj,i if 1 dp<q. According to (6), (sp V vj,i)l<p<q 
is a covering chain from Uj,i to Vj,i V Wj,i and [sP V Vj,i,Sp+l V Uj,i]- [,s~,s~+~] if 
1 <P <q. Since Vj,i V W,,i d vi,; V X(ej,i) = J$ V x(ej,i), this chain may be continued 
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7j.i 
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1 3 Zj Z’(ej,i) 
Yj,i 
"j,i 
T 
3 
Tj,i 
Y'j 
1 I 
‘c Vj.i V Z(ej,i) ej.a (bL<p<*’ _ - 
f 
(Ti,.i(“p))l<p<q) - - 
“j.i ri,j(et.j) fj Y'j ” z(+i,j(ei,j)) Y'j v z'(Ti,j(e;,,)) 
95 
Yj 
Fig. 22. Domain Ty,. 
into a covering chain ($)I Q pQqj from Uj,i to vi V X(ej,i), i.e. q’bq and tP =s~ V 
Uj,l if 1 dp<q. Then [$,$+I] _ E yIti if q d p <qt. NOW since Xj A x(ej,i) B nj,i <xi, 
s(x(dj,i))\S(Xj) = S(x(ej,i))\S(rj,i) and according to (7), (tP V xj)l Gpcq! is a covering 
chain from Xj to Xj Vx(ej,i) and [tP Vxj, tp+l Vxj] z-+ [tp,tp+l] if 1 <p<q’. 
Because Oj,i is an isomorphism from fxj onto TXi and Oj,i(ej,i) =ei,j, 
(gj,i(tp v xj))* Gps4t is a covering chain from Xi to ai,j(xj V x(ej,i)) which is Xi V 
x(ei,j) according to Lemma 2.33(i). (see Fig. 23). Therefore, the set of events of 
the form [(cj,i(tp V xj)),(CJj,i(tp+t V Xj))l x with 1 <p f q’ is C(ei,j)\s(Xi) which is 
also C(ei,j)\s(Yl) according to (4). Then there is a covering chain (up)1 G Psq, from 
yi to ,~iVX(ei,j) with ~~Vxi=~j,i(t~VXj) if l<p<q’, and [u,VX~,U~+~ VX~]X 
[aj,i(tp V Xj), aj,i(tp+l V xj)] if 1 d P <q. 
Because ri,j is an isomorphism from Tyi onto Tuj and ri,j(yi)= J$, (ri,j(Up)) is a 
covering chain from Y: onto y; Vx(zi,j(ei,j)). Since l([ri,j(Up), ri,j(Up+t)] _ ) = A([+,, 
++I] _ ) if 1 d p<q, an induction shows, according to (Edet) that ri,j(Up) =.si, if 
1 dp<q. 
NOW let US prove (8) by contradiction. Suppose l(yji) x A(yji) C Iii,. Since aj,i and 
rj,i preserve A, if qdp<q’, ~([Zi,j(Up),Zi,j(Up+l)] _ )= A([t,, tp+l] - ). An induction 
shows that if q < p < q’: 
- bi,j(up), ri,j(Up+l)l _ o g for any g E 72, (according to Axiom (EtR)) and, 
- [zi,j(“p), zi,jC”p+l )I - ftp, tp+ll. 
j not being maximal in I, let k in I with j <k. Then for any g in y& g> f, and 
g us and according to (4), g o ej,k. Therefore I(g)(\j,b for any g de y2i, then 
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! y,; + (up)l Sp<n’ fi Y’i ” Z(%,j) {ei,j} 
li V Z’(ei,j) 
Y’i V Z'(ei,j) 
Yi I 
Fig. 23. Domain Tyl. 
according to (Etr2), ri,i(ei,j)og if g E r2i, and finally according to (Met), ri,j(ei,j) = ej,i 
which contradicts (2). 
Furthermore let j denote the subchain of I made of the non maximal elements. 
Let i, j E j. According to (8), there are events gj,i and hj,i with gj,i E r~i, hj,i E yji and 
?(n(gj,i)llnn(hj,i)). Ch oosing such gj,i and hj,i, let c’(i, j)=n(gj,i) and c’(i, j)-n(Zrj,i). 
Then: 
(9) If i,j,kEf and i<j<k then c’(i,j)#c’(j,k). 
Let i, j,k EZ with i<j<k. ak,j(hk,j) E C(ej,k)\s(Xj), gj,i E rji and according to (4) 
ok,j(hk,j) o gj,i therefore c,!~II c,&. By definition ~(c,!,,Ilnc,$), therefore c:,~ # c;,~. _ 
(9) shows that c1 is a coloring of Arc(G,-) where GZ is graphe of the order I. GZ 
being an infinite clique, x(GZ) is infinite and according to Proposition A.2, X(Arc(GZ)) 
infinite. This contradicts the finiteness of 1. q 
A few remarks are in order. Though unfoldings of finite stable trace automata are 
exactly unfoldings of full trace automata, no similar property holds for automata on 
finite alphabets. Actually, the class of unfoldings of stable trace automata on finite 
alphabets contains strictly those of unfoldings of full trace automata on finite alphabets. 
Fig. 24 shows a (non-regular) coherent dI-domain admitting some finite trace labelling 
but no finite full trace labelling. A finite trace labelling of the domain may be J. with 
values in {a, b} with all b and for any integer i, n(ei) = a and A( Ji) = b. The relation 
W=4 . o has an infinite clique: for any integers i, j with i <j, events ei, ej, fi satisfy 
et + fi and fi o ej and therefore ei w ej. This shows that there is no finite full trace 
labelling of the domain. 
The proof above does not rely on any algorithm of “translation” of stable trace 
automata into some full trace one. It seems difficult to relate the size of a stable trace 
automaton to the size of its full trace coverings. 
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Fig. 24. Infinite clique for w. 
4. Conclusions 
The result presented here seems to confirm that the recognizability of coherent 
d&domains by trace automata is a robust notion. Since stability is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for concurrent automata to unfold into distributive domains, a dis- 
tributive domain is the unfolding of some finite concurrent automaton if and only if it 
is the unfolding of some finite stable one. Questions about conflict remain unsolved. It 
is not known whether conJEict event domains unfoldings of finite concurrent automata 
are also unfoldings of finite trace automata. A simpler question is whether coherent 
dI-domains unfoldings of finite stable concurrent automata are also unfoldings of finite 
trace ones. Problems lie also in finding pure order theoretic characterization of rec- 
ognizable domains - i.e. such characterizations should not refer to any labellings of 
events. Nevertheless, these questions seem difficult which may be due to the fact that 
they are too specific. In this sense, the unfolding process for automata should perhaps 
be redefined and studied in a more general setting. For example, the unfolding process 
may be simply extended to some kinds of graphs [ 161. Therefore, it is certainly worth 
studying the domains unfoldings of finite such graphs and compare them with the un- 
foldings of automata. Anyway, a general recognizability notion associated with some 
unfolding process has still to be found. 
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Appendix A 
A. 1. Graphs 
For any vertex v of a graph, vf (respectively v-) denote the set of edges with domain 
(respectively with codomain) v. A simple graph is considered as a set of couples of 
vertices. 
Definition A.1. If G is a simple graph with no loops, Arc(G) is the simple graph 
whose vertices are the edges of G and whose edges are the couples (u, u’) with u E v- 
and u’ E vf for vertex v of G. Note that Arc(G) has no loop. 
Proposition A.2. G has a jinite coloring if and only if Arc(G) has a finite coloring. 
Proof. Let ,? be a coloring of G. It provides the following map j. For any vertex 
(v’,v2) of Arc(G), ~((v’,v~))=~(v~). Let us check that 1 is a coloring of Arc(G). 
Suppose that (u’, u*) is some edge of Arc(G), then U’ = (v’, v2) and u* = (u2, v3) for 
some vertices of G vl, v2, v3. Then j(u’) # j(u2) since, by definition j(u’) = n(v’) 
and j(u2)=;1(v2) and, 2 being a coloring, 2(v’)#jl(v2). Note that if 1 is finite then 
also is 1. Conversely, if 1 is a coloring of Arc(G), one defines the map j on the set of 
vertices of G by /z(v) = {n((v, v’)) 1 (v, v’) E G}. Let us check now that j is a coloring 
of G. Suppose (v, v’) = u E G. Then 2(u) E j(v) by definition, and n(u) $! j(u’) since i 
is a coloring of Arc(G), finally j(v) # j(v’). Note that if 2 is finite, then also is 1. 0 
Corollary A.3 (Berge [5]). The simple graph with no loops whose vertices are couples 
of natural integers of the form (i, j) with i < j and whose edges correspond to pairs 
((i, j), (j, k)) has injinite chromatic number (though no clique of size three). 
Proof. This graph is (isomorphic to) Arc(K) where K is the strict order on natural 
integers, and K, which is a complete graph on some infinite set of vertices, has no 
finite coloring. 0 
A set of vertices of a simple graph with no loops is stable when any two distinct 
vertices in it are not adjacent. If S is stable in a simple graph with no loops G, then 
the chromatic number of G equals the chromatic number of the induced subgraph on 
the set of vertices not in S, plus one. A vertex of a graph is terminal when it has no 
successors. The set of terminal vertices of a simple graph is stable, therefore 
Remark A.4. The chromatic number of a simple graph with no loops equals to the 
chromatic number of the induced subgraph on the set of non-terminal vertices plus 
one. 
A.2. Ramsey’s theorem 
A labelling is a map with values in a set of “labels” or “colors”. 
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Theorem A.5 (Ramsey-infinitary version). For any couple of integers (r, m) with m > 0, 
for any injinite set E and for any labelling with m colors of the subsets of E with 
r elements, there is a non jnite subset of E whose subsets with r elements have the 
same color. 
A consequence of Ramsey’s theorem is 
Corollary A.6. Let X be an injinite set. If (Rt)lGtGn is a jinite family of binary 
relations on X such that for any distinct x and y in X there is some 1 with xRty or 
yRtx, then there is some 1 E {l,..., n}, some ir$nite chain I and a sequence (Xi);EI 
of distinct elements uch that 
l either i <J’ + XiRtxj, 
l or i <J’ + XjRtXi. 
Proof. Consider some (total) order on X and apply Ramsey’s theorem (Theorem A.5) 
to some labelling of pairs of distinct elements of X with values in { 1,. . . , n} x { 1,2} 
made as follows. For any pair {x, y}, let l({x,y}) be some 1 such that xRly or yR/x. 
Then for some pair {x, y} with x < y, let 2({x, y}) = (I({+ y}), 1) if xR~({,,})y, and 
let L({x, y}) = (I( {x, y}), 2), otherwise. 0 
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